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Introduction

At the start of the twenty-first century, Latin American economies were highly favored given the high international prices of commodities (leading to a commodity boom), which began a period of economic growth. This new conjuncture was preceded by a change in the region, characterized by intense anti-neoliberal mobilizations, leading to the denaturalization of the relationship between globalization and neoliberalism. In political terms, as of 2003, this process was crowned by the emergence of progressive governments (left or center-left, depending on the case) that, above their differences, combined heterodox economic policies with the expansion of social spending and increased consumption. Thus commenced the so-called Latin American progressive cycle, which would spread until 2015.

Likewise, the dynamic of economic growth created a transitional and conflictive situation wherein one of the major factors would be the commodities consensus, which expressed the distinction between neo-extractivism and a new version of development. The increased pressure on natural goods, lands, and territories added a dimension of dispute and conflict between, on the one hand, current indigenous organizations, socio-territorial movements, and new socio-environmental groups and, on the other hand, governments and large economic corporations. Indeed, over the years, past all of the ideological differences, all the Latin American governments implemented the return of a productivist vision of development and sought to deny or conceal discussions regarding the implications (impacts, consequences, damage) of the extractive export model. Moreover, in the heat of extraordinary profitability, the number of large mining enterprises and the construction of mega-dams multiplied, while the oil and agrarian frontier expanded, the latter through monocultures such as soybeans and African palm.

To denote this phenomenon, a unifying concept was coined: neo-extractivism. It is true that this not a completely new development, since the origins of extractivism trace back to the conquest and colonization of Latin America, at the dawn of European capitalism. However, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, the so-called phenomenon of neo-extractivism was acquiring new dimensions, not only objectively – by the number and scale of the projects, the different types of activities, the national and transnational actors involved, and the dimension of the ecological crisis, but also for its political and symbolic aspects. This new phase introduced various dilemmas and gaps within the field of mobilized social organizations and leftist political parties. This demonstrated the limits of existing progressivism, visible in its link with authoritarian and imaginative hegemonic political practices of development.
By 2013, the fall in commodity prices was a far cry from signifying a weakening of this model. Rather, it led to a deepening and exacerbation of neo-extractivism. A process of reprimarization would accompany the advancement of the commodification of economies. This process would not only affect South American countries, but it was also associated with the increasingly prevalent presence of China in the region, which served as both the main partner and the raw material demander.

In this Element, I propose a dialectic synthesis explaining the expansion of neo-extractivism in the Latin American region, especially in South America. I additionally account for the dynamics of socio-environmental conflicts as well as the emergence of new counter-hegemonic narratives associated with the defense of the land and territories. I will argue that above the specific markers (which depend, in large part, on local and national scenarios), the dynamics of the socio-environmental struggles gave rise to what can be called an eco-territorial turn. This is illustrated by the convergence of different matrices and the vernacular, that is, by the innovative crossroads between the indigenous-community matrix and autonomic narrative, in an environmentalist key, to which would be added, by the end of the cycle, the feminist key.

Based on this, I first present some of the critical concepts such as neo-extractivism and the commodities consensus. Then I address the various phases of the socio-environmental conflict. Section 2 presents a summary of the development of extractive violence in the territories. In Section 3, I expand upon some of the topics of the eco-territorial turn, including Buen Vivir (BR), the Rights of nature (Derechos de la Naturaleza), common goods (bienes comunes), and the ethics of care (etica del cuidado). I also refer to the debates regarding the development of alternative methods, including post-extractivism, which is a transition and exit from neo-extractivism. The Conclusion proposes the consideration of these issues in terms of the end of the progressive political cycles and its ambiguities and limitations, in light of the opening of a new political cycle, marked by the strengthening of regional rights.

Various Preliminary Conditions

Before moving forward, I would like to provide some preliminary considerations and definitions concerning the theoretical and epistemological assumptions that guide this Element. The first consideration refers to the type of conflict that our societies are experiencing today. We live in complex societies, where the risks and uncertainties caused by industrial dynamics and exponential and unlimited economic growth produce systematic and irreversible damage to ecosystems. This affects and threatens the necessary functions of nature and
the reproduction of life. Therefore, the decisions that were previously reserved for experts and specialized bureaucracies have acquired wider social and political recognition. Currently, the supposed models of development, far from being naturalized and accepted without discussion by the population, have raised intense social debates regarding their economic, environmental, socio-sanitary, cultural, and political consequences. Moreover, they tend to provoke political debates.

In this regard, the socio-environmental conflicts that traverse the Latin American region need to be addressed as well. Socio-environmental conflicts include those connected to the access and control of natural assets and territory, which imply divergent interests and values on the part of opposing actors. Concurrently, these actors are involved in the context of a large power asymmetry.\(^1\) This definition leads us to make two clarifications. The first is that debates regarding development have a deep anchoring in the political definitions of a society, and more specifically in its cultural history. Certainly, there is no single development model, but when we reflect on the various models of development present in Latin America, the question is not only epistemological (their conceptual and ideological construction), but it is also political, as a matrix of social objectives.

On the other hand, what has been said does not imply affirming that the entirety of socio-environmental conflicts leads to a dynamic of contestation among the dominant development model (neo-extractivism and its control and domination mechanisms). In other words, not all socio-environmental conflicts demonstrate the eco-territorial turn or are configured as environmental justice movements. The social dynamics are designing different scenarios and gradations, depending on the localities, countries, and social sectors involved, as well as the available imagery and traditions of struggle, including the questioning of megaprojects. In a schematic way, it can be affirmed that there are those social actors who accept the dominant narratives and emphasize the discussion about the distribution of economic benefit; however, there are also those who denounce the dynamics of dispossession and tend to challenge the development model. Yet, both positions can coexist ambiguously in the same social organization – which is observable in countries such as Peru and Bolivia – with a strong extractive model.

The significance and resonance acquired by those conflicts and struggles that challenge the dominant development model cannot be defined exclusively from a quantitative point of view. The significance of collective action is qualitative in nature; its importance is in terms of generating new trends and new rhetorical value and their impact both within a common field (social movements) and in
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\(^1\) I follow in part the definition of Fontaine (2003), but I add a reference to the asymmetric character of the struggles.
relation to the society (the introduction of new public problems). One of the hypotheses behind this Element is that the positions can be analyzed in terms of social conflict, insofar as they are integrated in a study of alternative society projects (elite or dominant fractions and subaltern sectors). In this sense, the classic developmental debate on productive, technical, and economic issues aims to be interwoven with another that introduces the analysis of power, by thinking about politics in a context of socio-ecological crisis; through this, it generates the construction of collective imagery about *a desirable society* (Svampa et al., 2014). In this line of thought, where the extractive projects are questioned, the involved populations claim forms of participatory and direct democracy, while they dispute what is meant by “development.” More generally, they ask about other ways of building society and inhabiting the world. In short, it is this type of conflict that draws attention today in Latin America, which continually sets new trends, beyond the traditional repertoires and responses, that generate and converge with new counter-hegemonic narratives about territory, nature, culture, and the environment. From this, the goal regarding the design of another *desirable and attainable society* ensues.

The second clarification refers to the scenario of social asymmetry that is constitutive of these conflicts: although the socio-environmental conflicts are also argumentative struggles, they do not operate in a context of equality. It is impossible to deny the effect of lobbying by corporations (mining, oil, agribusiness) on the state and its institutions and on the media, and their interference and pressure on citizen and judicial decisions, even in the electoral processes and the practices of delegative representation. There is a deliberate omission from the political-business sphere regarding providing the conditions for public debate on the consequences of the different forms of neo-extractivism. This aspect is visible in the tendency to obstruct or challenge forms of direct democracy (referenda or public consultations) promoted from lower organizations and foreseen by the current institutional arrangements. In contrast, the asymmetry also refers to the opacity of the State at its different levels (national, regional, local), despite its obligation to guarantee citizens the right to access information of public interest. The fact is, when it comes to collecting statistical information on jobs; profitability; investments made by extractive companies; and environmental, social, and economic impacts, much of the information provided by official bodies directly involved – the secretariats and ministries of mining, energy, strategic planning – tends to include unreliable statistics, ostensibly inflated economic projections, or simply replications of the information provided by corporations.²

² An example of this is not only mega-mining, especially in relation to the creation of jobs, but also the exploitation of non-conventional hydrocarbons through fracking, with respect to economic profitability and exploitation projections, among others.
The difficulty of accessing accurate information created one of the pillars that structures the collective debate in the Latin American region. This need to generate reliable sources of information was rapidly construed as a commitment to produce independent critical knowledge regarding the different powers (economic, political, media). Consequently, without ignoring the official data, my work appeals to its own sources (elaborated collectively and in an interdisciplinary way, concerning mega-mining and fracking), as well as to different academic sources (EJAtlas, CEPAL, and research by various colleagues in the region at the national level) and nonacademic (OCMAL, diverse social organizations, and activist stories) to account for these processes.

Lastly, regarding the place of enunciation, it should be clarified that this Element is not written from a supposed value of neutrality or the distancing of the “experts.” To paraphrase Boaventura de Sousa Santos, objectivity is sought but in no way does it advocate for “neutrality,” a discourse in which the most varied areas of power have hidden interests. This is a theoretical and methodological approach that is part of the tradition of critical social sciences. This field emphasizes the inequality of environmental costs, the lack of participation, democracy, and environmental racism toward indigenous peoples – in short, gender injustice and ecological debt. It is a theoretical and epistemological commitment that seeks to resume and affirm the critical role that, I believe, academic institutions must play in the social production of knowledge, as well as in the discussion of the issues that run through our society, such as that a valuable dialogue with social organizations can encourage the production of alternative knowledge.

1 Dimensions of Neo-extractivism

1.1 Extractivism and Neo-extractivism

Neo-extractivism is an analytical category born in Latin America that has a great descriptive and explanatory power, as well as a denunciatory aspect and a strong mobilizing power. It would be impossible to synthesize the contributions and characterizations, such the profusion of articles and books produced in the past decade that relate to its applicability to the affected actors and social movements that constitute it. In this first section, I am interested in giving
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3 In the case of the megaminería, Machado Araoz, Svampa et al. (Voices of Alert, 2011, published in different versions in Argentina, Ecuador, Uruguay, and Peru); for fracking, Bertinat et al. (2014, reissued in 2018); and on development models and neo-extractivism, Svampa and Viale (2014). At the Latin American level, we appeal to the individual and collective contributions of the Permanent Working Group of Alternatives to Development (EL Grupo de Trabajo Permanente de Alternativas al Desarrollo), in addition to academic research at the national level, carried out in collaboration with social organizations, which will be cited appropriately.
an account of some readings that point to the multidimensionality and multiple scales of the phenomenon.

In terms of the “accumulation model,” all the authors recognize the historical roots of extractivism. For the Ecuadorian economist Alberto Acosta, “Extractivism is a form of accumulation that began to be massively forged 500 years ago,” molded since then by the demands of the metropolitan centers of nascent capitalism (Acosta, 2012). In this regard, as the Argentine political scientist Horacio Machado Aráoz affirms, extractivism is not one more phase of capitalism or a problem of underdeveloped economies but constitutes “a structural feature of capitalism as a world-economy,” “a historical-geopolitical product of the differentiation – the original hierarchization between colonial territories and imperial metropolises; the ones thought as mere spaces of looting and plundering done for the provisioning of the others” (Aráoz, 2013). Furthermore, the Venezuelan sociologist Emiliano Terán Mantovani adds to this argument by claiming that neo-extractivism can be interpreted as a “particular mode of accumulation,” especially with respect to Latin American economies, “which can be studied from the social and territorial scope encompassed by the nation-state, without detriment to other scales of territorial analysis” (Terán Mantovani, 2016).

Other works consider extractivism as a style of development based on the extraction and appropriation of nature, “which feeds a scarcely diversified productive framework and is very dependent on an international suppliers of raw materials” (Gudynas, 2015). Thus, for the Uruguayan author, extractivism refers to a “mode of appropriation,” rather than a mode of production – that is, “a type of extraction of natural resources” that refers to activities that remove large volumes of unprocessed (or limited) natural resources for export. Throughout history, there have been successive generations of extractivism. The current third- and fourth-generation extractivism is characterized by the intensive use of water, energy, and other resources. Despite the differences between traditional extractivism – which is replicated by the most conservative governments in the region – and progressive neo-extractivism, a new type, whereby the State plays a more active role in capturing surplus and redistribution, thereby guaranteeing a certain level of social legitimacy, the negative social and environmental impacts are incessantly repeated. In addition, the differences between traditional extractivism are replicated by governments (Gudynas, 2009, 2015).

From my perspective, neo-extractivism is a concept with analytical dimensions. In this regard, contemporary neo-extractivism refers to a way of appropriating nature and a development model based on the over-exploitation of natural goods, largely nonrenewable, characterized by its large scale and its
orientation toward export, as well as by the vertiginous expansion of the borders of exploitation to new territories, which were previously considered unproductive or not valued by capital. Consequently, it designates and expands on the activities traditionally considered extractive. These range from open-pit megamining, the expansion of the oil and energy frontier, the construction of large hydroelectric dams, and other infrastructure works – waterways, ports, oceanic passes, and so on – to the expansion of different forms of monocultures or mono-production, the generalization of the agribusiness model (soya, palm leaf, among others) and over-exploitation of fisheries or forest monocultures.

That said, coinciding with the previous definitions, extractivism has a long history with a historical-structural dimension. Certainly, since the time of the conquest, Latin American territories have been subject to destruction and looting. Rich in natural resources, the region was reconfigured again and again in the heat of successive economic cycles, imposed by the dynamics of capital and the international division of labor, through the expansion of the borders of goods. A reconfiguration at a local level would lead to great contrasts between extraordinary profitability and extreme poverty, as well as a great loss of human lives and degradation of territories, converted into zones of sacrifice. The city of Potosí, in Bolivia, marked the birth of a means of appropriation of nature on a large scale and of a mode of accumulation, characterized by the export of raw materials and by a scheme of subordinate insertion in the world economy. Internal specialization and external dependence consolidated what the Venezuelan anthropologist Fernando Coronil (2002) rightly calls “Sociedades Exportadoras de Naturalez” or “nature-exporting societies.”

However, the history of extractivism in the region is not linear; it is marked by successive economic cycles, dependent on the demands of the world market, as well as by the processes of affirmation of the national State, especially in the middle of the twentieth century. During that time, national control of extraordinary income occurred, especially in sectors such as mining and oil. The possibility of income capture by the State would also feed a certain social narrative about Latin American nature and its benefits. In the heat of the successive commodities’ booms, an eldoradista vision appears, expressing the idea that due to the convergence of the abundance of resources or natural riches and opportunities offered by the international markets, it would be possible to achieve development, like that in core countries.

What is the novelty then in this new cycle? Several elements are involved – global, regional, and territorial. For one, the consolidation of neoliberal capitalism translates into a greater expansion of the commodity frontier (Moore, 2013). Certainly, the consumption model associated with advanced capitalism requires a greater amount of raw materials and energy for its maintenance,
which promotes the increase of the social metabolism and brings with it a greater pressure on natural goods and territories. This dynamic of capital introduces the phenomena of recolonization of nature and of dispossession, visible in the process of land grabbing, the destruction of territories, and the displacement of populations. Thus, for example, the pressure and demand of mining resources globally have made companies look for minerals wherever they can be found; in fact, “mining does not respect protected areas, archaeological or sacred sites, human settlements, glaciers, springs of water, headwaters of basins, or fragile ecosystems. Mining has even begun to be exploited under the sea and various samples that have been obtained offshore are analyzed in the hope of finding exploitable materials beyond the land boundaries (Padilla, 2012: 38). After 2002, the mining sector experienced an unprecedented boom in the Latin American region, due to the growing increase in the international price of metals and the liberalization of regulatory frameworks carried out during the 1990s, which granted enormous exemptions to the sector and benefited the large mining companies. According to data from CEPAL, thirteen Latin American countries are ranked among the top fifteen places as global producers of minerals (CEPAL, 2013; OCMAL, 2015).

Although the metabolic exchange between human beings and nature is a subject that marginally crosses the writings of Marx, it appears developed by several representatives of critical (and ecological) Marxism in more recent times. While J. Bellamy Foster (2000) speaks of “the metabolic fracture,” James O’Connor (2001) calls this process “the second contradiction of capitalism,” noting that “there is no single term that has the same theoretical interpretation as the exploitation rate has the first contradiction “(capital/work). Likewise, both highlight capital’s appropriation and self-destructive use of the labor force, infrastructure, urban space, nature, and the environment. A complementary reading with the so-called second contradiction of capitalism is offered by the geographer D. Harvey (2004), who places at the center the process of primitive accumulation of capital, analyzed by Marx in Capital, that is, the expropriation and the dispossession of the land from the peasantry, who then throw themselves as proletarians into the labor market. The update of this interpretation, often cited in the Latin American literature, highlights the importance of the dynamic of dispossession in the current stage, which advances on goods, people, and territories. This reading recognizes an important precedent in the work of Rosa Luxemburg, who at the beginning of the twentieth century observed the continuous character of the so-called original primitive accumulation. In Latin American key see the contributions of Víctor Toledo (2013), which associate the study of the metabolic plot with a new socio-ecological theory, and the studies in the key of political ecology, coordinated by Delgado-Ramos, who links the socioeconomic metabolism — “[t]he differentiated use of material inputs, the processing and waste of societies, and the corresponding energy production” — with the recolonization processes of nature (2010: 10).

If the 1990–2010 period is analyzed, Latin America almost doubled its share of world gold production (from 10.3% to 19.2%), molybdenum (from 15.8% to 31.8%) and copper (from 24.9% to 45.4%). The regional mining production remained stable despite the drop in the price of minerals experienced during 2008–2009.” In 2010, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Mexico were among the main countries of destination, when ten years ago they were only Chile and Peru (OCMAL, 2015: 2–5).
Furthermore, before the depletion of conventional hydrocarbon resources and their easy access, the desire to maintain an energy matrix linked to fossil fuels led to an expansion of the technological frontier. Extracting unconventional fuels, whose economic cost is greater and whose energetic performance is much lower than that of the conventional ones, resulted in serious and burdensome environmental and health impacts. It is in this sense that the United States actively promoted fracking, which not only reconfigured the global energy agenda but also generated a new conflict cartography, which made Latin America – notoriously Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, and Argentina – the beachhead for fracking.

A similar phenomenon occurred involving large infrastructure projects. In the Latin American region, the IIRSA/COSIPLAN infrastructure projects portfolio was signed in 2000. It covers transport (waterways, ports, oceanic corridors, among others), energy (large hydroelectric dams), and communications. Between 2004 and 2014, these plans grew exponentially, from 335 projects to a portfolio of 579 projects (Carpio, 2017: 130). In this context, the fervor caused by mega-dams increased, placing the Latin American region, together with Southeast Asia, at the epicenter of investments. While Brazil is the leader with 256 large dams built or in the planning phase, the trend is expanding to other Latin American countries: of the 412 dams under construction, built, or proposed in 2015 in the Amazon basin, 77 are in Peru, 55 in Ecuador, 14 in Bolivia, 6 in Venezuela, and 2 in Guyana (Vidal, 2017).

Another exacerbated element involves territorial dynamics, which have a tendency to involve intensive occupation of the territory and the hoarding of lands through methods linked to monoculture or single-source (mono) production. For example, in several countries of South America, the expansion of the soybean front led to a reconfiguration of the rural world: “Between 2000 and 2014, soybean plantations in South America expanded by 29 million hectares, comparable to the size of Ecuador. Brazil and Argentina centralize nearly 90% of regional production, although the fastest expansion has occurred in Uruguay, and Paraguay is the country where soybean occupies the largest area in relation to other crops: 67% of the total agricultural area (Oxfam, 2016: 30). All this redefined the land dispute: according to the Oxfam report (with data
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6 For Gian Carlo Delgado (2016), “the dispossession of lands should be considered the appropriation of those destined to 1) monocultures, including the so-called ‘wild’ or emphasize (food/bioenergy/production inputs, for example, corn, cane, African palm), and the production of non-food inputs such as cellulose; 2) access, management and usufruct of resources such as energy and non-energy minerals, as well as 3) drinking water (or blue grabbing); and for 4) the conservation or the so-called green appropriation of lands or green grabbing, which includes from the creation of private protected areas, to the establishment of climate change mitigation projects such as the so-called redd + (projects to reduce emissions for deforestation, degradation, and conservation).”
from the agricultural censuses of fifteen countries), “As a whole (in the region), 1% of the larger farms concentrated more than half of the agricultural surface. In other words, 1% of farms hold more land than the remaining 99%. “ Colombia is the most unequal country in the distribution of land, where 0.4 percent of agricultural holdings dominate 68 percent of the country’s land. It is followed by Peru, where 77 percent of the farms are in the hands of 1 percent, then Chile (74 percent), Paraguay (71 percent), Bolivia (66 percent), Mexico (56 percent), Brazil (44 percent), and Argentina (36 percent).

The large scale of the ventures serves as a warning regarding the size of the investments, since the mega-enterprises are capital intensive, which indicates the nature of the intervening actors – large transnational corporations – although, of course, national mega-companies are not excluded, such as Petrobras, the Venezuelan PDVSA, and even the Argentine YPF, among others. Simultaneously, these megaprojects are not labor intensive, given that they generate few direct jobs. For example, in the case of large-scale mining, for every $1 million invested, only between 0.5 and 2 direct jobs are created (Machado Aráoz, Svampa et al., 2011). In Peru, a country par excellence of transnational mega-mining, it occupies barely 2 percent of the EAP, against 23 percent of agriculture, 16 percent in commerce, and almost 10 percent in manufacturing (AAVV, 2013).

Consequently, an increase in social conflict occurred. Throughout Latin America and the geography of South American countries, as the number of extractive projects and the territorial areas affected have expanded, the conflicts they cause have continued to grow. An example of this is large-scale mining. The social conflict generated by mining projects is extensive and highly complex to address in exhaustive terms. Each mining project triggers, in and of itself, a conflictual process that begins with exploration activities and does not cease even when it is momentarily stopped, or when the life cycle of the deposit has been exhausted. Given the environmental liabilities left by mining, such conflict persists after the exploitation of the deposit, as can be seen in emblematic cases of Latin American mining in Guanajuato and Zacatecas (Mexico) and Cerro de Pasco, La Oroya, or la Bahía de Ilo (Peru) (H. Machado, 2012).

Currently, all Latin American countries with mining projects have social conflicts between communities with mining companies and the government. These include Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama, Ecuador, Peru, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. Numerous collective spaces are devoted to the problem of mega-mining, among them the Latin
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7 Oxfam (2016) data were released in November 2016. These refer to farms and not to people; therefore, landless peasants are not counted and little information about collective property (for the cases of Bolivia, Colombia, and Peru) is provided.
American Observatory of Environmental Conflicts (OLCA), created in 1991, with headquarters in Chile and the Observatory of Mining Conflicts in Latin America (OCMAL), which has been in operation since 1997 and involves more than 40 organizations. Thus, in terms of mining, according to OCMAL, in 2010 there were 120 conflicts that affected 150 communities; in 2012, this increased to 161 conflicts, which included 173 projects and 212 affected communities. In February 2014, the number of conflicts was 198, with 297 affected communities and 207 projects involved. In January 2019, there were 256 conflicts, 5 cross-border, involving 274 projects, 192 cases of criminalization, and 37 inquiries. The countries with the greatest number of conflicts are Peru (39), Mexico (46), Chile (44), Argentina (29), Brazil (26), Bolivia (10), Colombia (16), and Ecuador (8) (OCMAL, 2019).

Another important base is the Atlas of Environmental Justice (EJAtlas), a project in which an international team of experts from twenty-three universities and environmental justice organizations from eighteen countries participate. EJAtlas is coordinated by researchers from the Institute of Science and Technology from the Autonomous University of Barcelona, under the direction of the renowned Catalan economist and ecologist Joan Martinez Alier. EJAtlas is a collective project that includes the participations of civilians. According to EJAtlas, the increase in conflicts began in 1997 and increased especially between 2006 and 2008. OCMAL’s database shows an increase during similar dates (Villegas, 2014: 10–11).

Because of this, neo-extractivism serves as an advantageous window to examine the relationship between political regime, citizen participation, and human rights. In keeping with the expansion of territorial and socio-environmental conflicts and their recursive dynamics, both conservative and progressive governments assumed a belligerently developmentalist discourse in defense of neo-extractivism, coupling criminalizing practices and an explicitly proclaimed desire to control the prevailing forms of participation. This behavior has resulted in a rise in State and parastatal violence, visible in the increase in murders of environmental activists in Latin America (Oxfam, 2016).

---

8 Consulted on January 2, 2019, https://mapa.conflictosmineros.net/ocmal_db-v2/
9 There is a huge bibliography on mining conflicts at the national level. In the case of Peru, the works of De Echave (2009) and Hoetmer (2013) articulate counter-expert knowledge with a view from social movements. For Bolivia, see the work of CEDIB (2014). For Ecuador, see Sacher and Acosta (2012); for Colombia, the work of Censat (Roa Avendaño and Nava, 2014), as well as César Padilla (2012); for Mexico, see Composto and Navarro (2015) and Navarro (2016), as well as Delgado-Ramos (2010); for Brazil, see Zhouri and Castro (2016) and for Chile, Bolados (2016). For Argentina, see Svampa and Antonelli (2009), Svampa and Viale (2014), Machado Araoz et al. (2011), Machado Araoz (2012, 2013, 2014), and Bottaro and Sola Alvarez (2016).
Furthermore, neo-extractivism is a window through which to read and weigh the scope of the socio-ecological crisis. Certainly, we are witnessing imminent major anthropogenic and sociogenic changes on a planetary scale that have the potential to endanger life on the planet (antropocene). Such dangers have been amplified by the current dynamics of development, a product of the burning of fossil fuels, the advance of deforestation, and the loss of biodiversity, among other problems. As a consequence, it is possible to establish a relationship between neo-extractivism (as a dynamic of dominant development) and the Anthropocene (as a diagnosis of the global scope of the socio-ecological crisis), when examining these consequences on a planetary scale.

In short, extractivism covers the long memory of the South American continent; its struggles define a tradition of the appropriation of nature and a pattern of colonial accumulation associated with the birth of modern capitalism. The updating of neo-extractivism in the twenty-first century brings with it new dimensions at different levels: global (the expansion of the commodity frontier, depletion of nonrenewable natural goods, and a socio-ecological crisis of planetary scope), regional, and national (the relationship between the extractive-export model, the nation-state, and the capture of extraordinary income), and territorial (intensive occupation of the territory, land grabbing, eco-territorial turn): in short, leading to policies that are defined by escalating conflicts, emergence of a new politically contestatory grammar, and an increase in State and parastatal violence.

1.2 Commodities Consensus and Developmentalist Illusion

It has been said that in Latin America neo-extractivism expanded in a context of changing times, marked by the questioning of neoliberalism, the emergence of progressive governments, and the boom in the price of commodities. In this framework, we witness the passage of the Washington Consensus, characterized by structural adjustment and the predominance of financial capital, to the commodities consensus, based on the large-scale export of primary goods, economic growth, and the expansion of consumption (Svampa, 2015). Indeed, unlike in the 1990s, between 2003 and 2013, Latin American economies were favored by the high international prices for primary products (commodities), reflected in trade balances and fiscal surpluses. Beyond the ideological significance, this time of extraordinary profitability enabled the forceful return of a productivist vision of development.¹⁰

¹⁰ The product is based on the idea of indefinite growth and implies a nonrecognition of the limits of the sustainability of the planet.
In terms of its consequences, the commodities consensus was characterized by a complex, vertiginous, and recursive dynamic that must be read from a variety of angles. From an economic point of view, it reflected the tendency toward the reprimarization of the economy, visible in the reorientation toward primary extractive activities, with little added value. This reprimarization effect was intensified by the entry of China, a power that would quickly become an important partner for the entire Latin American region. In 2014, in the Mercosur countries, exports of primary goods ranged between 65 percent (Brazil) and 90 percent (Paraguay) (ECLAC 2015). According to Burchhardt (2016: 63), three regional dynamics should be distinguished in the context of expansion of extractive economies in Latin America. First, some countries are defined by their tendency to practice mono-production in the export of raw materials, such as Ecuador and Venezuela (oil), Peru and Chile (mining), and Bolivia (gas). Second, there are countries with a diversified economy that have effectively increased their extractive sectors, such as Brazil, with mining, soybeans, and now oil, through pre-salt oil regions. Third, the countries of Central America and Mexico during the first phase of the commodities consensus did not rely on extractivism but have recently made moves in that direction. In general, the commodities consensus confirmed the Latin American region as an “adaptive economy” in relation to the cycles of accumulation, beyond the political rhetoric of the period, associated with the defense of economic autonomy and national sovereignty. In many cases, “comparative advantages,” or the pure subordination to the world geopolitical order, have been used by both progressive and the more conservative governments as a means of accepting the new commodities consensus as “destiny.” The role of the exporter of nature has been historically reserved for Latin America; as a result, this has reduced the scope of environmental consequences, the socioeconomic effects (the new frames of dependence and the consolidation of export enclaves), and its political translation (discipline and forms of coercion on the population).

In reality, all governments promote a model of inclusion associated with consumption, since the transitory linkage among state advancement, economic growth, and consumer citizen model was a possible condition for electoral success and permanence in the power of the different governments (by way of reelection). The acceptance of the subordinate position that the region occupies in the global division of labor is one of the core areas that the Washington Consensus and the commodities consensus have in common. Nevertheless, the

---

11 Even a country like Brazil, which has a diversified economy, suffered what the French economist Pierre Salama (2016) calls “early deindustrialization,” due to the inability of governments to counteract the effects of the Dutch disease – that is, the massive exportation of raw materials linked to the exploitation of natural resources.
commodity consensus should be interpreted in terms of both breaks and continuities in relation to the Washington Consensus period: breaks because there are important elements of differentiation with respect to the 1990s associated with the Washington Consensus, whose agenda was based on a policy of adjustments and privatizations, as well as financial valorization, which ended up redefining the State as a meta-regulatory agent. Likewise, neoliberalism operated a kind of political homogenization in the region, marked by the identification or strong closeness with the economic and social prescriptions promoted by the World Bank. In contrast, the commodities consensus placed a massive implementation of export-oriented extractive projects at the center of focus, establishing greater flexibility regarding the role of the State. This was especially true with regard to the possibility of expanding other economic policies (heterodoxy) and an increase in social spending. This allowed for the coexistence of progressive governments, which tended to question the neoliberal consensus, with other governments that continued to operate under a neoliberal conservative political matrix.

Certainly, in the progressive vision, the commodities consensus appears associated with the action of the State, as well as with a bundle of economic and social policies, directed at the most vulnerable sectors, whose base was the appropriation of the extraordinary profit linked to the export of raw materials. In its new context, certain tools and state institutional capacities were recovered. However, the intervention of the State did not guarantee substantive changes. On the contrary, it installed in a space of variable geometry a multifactorial scheme of complexity of civil society, illustrated by social movements, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and other actors, but in close association with multinational capital, whose weight in Latin American economies is far from receding and continues to increase noticeably. Thus, although the progressive approach has been unorthodox, departing from neoliberalism, for the guiding role of the State, as the latter pointed out, it was far from questioning the hegemony of transnational capital in the peripheral economy (Feliz, 2012: 24–27). This reality placed clear limits on the action of the national State as well as an inexorable threshold to the demand for democratization of collective decisions, coming from the communities and populations affected by the large extractive projects.

In Latin America, a large part of the class left as well as populist progressivism continued to hold a vision of development in line with productivism and efficiency, minimizing or paying scant attention to capital-nature relations, and to the social struggles associated with this dimension. In this context, especially at the beginning of the progressive cycle, the dynamic of dispossession was a blind, non-conceptualizable point. It was considered a secondary concerns or
was simply ignored, given the structural problems of poverty and social exclusion of Latin American societies. Thus, in spite of the fact that in the past decades the Latin American left and populism carried out a process of revalorization of the community-indigenous matrix, many of them continue to adhere to a dominant vision of development, closely linked to the hegemonic ideology of progress, based on confidence in the expansion of productive forces and indefinite growth.

Unlike the openly conservative and neoliberal governments, the progressives sought to justify neo-extractivism by affirming that this method generated foreign currency to the state, which was reoriented to the redistribution of income and domestic consumption or to activities with higher value-added content. This discourse, whose real scope should be analyzed case by case, and according to different phases or moments, sought to simplistically oppose the social question (the redistribution and the social policies) with environmental problems (the preservation of common goods and the care of the territory), while leaving out complex and fundamental discussions on development, environmental sustainability, and democracy. In some countries, this discourse was connected to a previous experience of the crisis—that is, with the exclusionary legacy of the 1990s, which produced an increase of inequalities and poverty. For example, the end of “the long neoliberal night,” an expression of the former Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa, had a political and economic correlation, linked to the great crisis of the first years of the twenty-first century (which were riddled with unemployment, reduction of opportunities, migration, and political instability). This topic would also appear in a recurrent way in the discourse of Néstor and Cristina Fernández de Kirchner in denoting Argentina as “the normal country,” to contrast the economic and social indicators of their respective governments with the neoliberal years (the 1990s, under the neoliberal cycle of C. Menem) and, above all, with those of the great crisis that shook that country in 2001–2002, with the end of the convertibility between the peso and the dollar.

It is also not possible to ignore the fact that the neo-extractivism of the twenty-first century updated social imagery linked to the (historical) abundance of natural resources. Thus, in the framework of a new phase of expansion of the borders of capital, Latin America took up this founding and primitive myth, fortifying a kind of miraculous thought, what is coined the developmentalist illusion, which expressed the idea that, thanks to economic opportunities (rising raw material prices and rising demand, mainly from China), it would be possible to quickly shorten the distance with the industrialized countries to achieve that ever-promised and never-realized development of these societies. In the crude language of dispossession (the neoliberal perspective) as in that which aimed at the control of the surplus by the State (progressive perspective), the models of current development, based on extractive
paradigm, updated the *eldoradista* imagery (*imaginario eldoradista*) that intertwines the history of the continent in a contradictory way (Svampa, 2018).

Consequently, the Latin American scenario was showing not only a link connecting neo-extractivism, developmentalist illusion, and neoliberalism, paradigmatically expressed by the governments of Peru and Colombia, but also connecting neo-extractivism, developmentalist illusion, and progressive governments, which resulted in the complicated relationship between them and the indigenous and socio-environmental movements. The most paradoxical cases during the peak of the progressive cycle were Bolivia and Ecuador: it was in these two countries, and within the framework of strong participatory processes, that new narratives arose that had the construction of a plurinational state, the autonomies, and the orientation to Buen Vivir and the Derechos de la Naturaleza as their axes.

In short, the consensus of commodities also has a political-ideological burden, as it alludes to the idea that there would be an agreement, either implicit or explicit, about the irresistible nature of the current neo-extractivist dynamic, a product of the growing global demand for primary goods and energy. We speak of “consensus” as it happened in the golden years of neoliberalism, between the 1980s and 1990s, when neoliberalism appeared as a unique discourse (there was no alternative). From the year 2000, the political elites of the region (whether they be progressive or conservative) would argue that there is no alternative to neo-extractivism, which would end up functioning as a threshold or historical-comprehensive horizon regarding the production of alternatives to neo-extractivism. The consequences included the impossibility of a pluralistic debate and the stigmatization of critical discourses, which would end up being categorized in the fields of anti-modernity and of the denial of progress, if not of “irrationality,” “pachamamismo,” “child environmentalism,” including “colonial environmentalism,” allegedly driven by NGOs or “foreign agents.”

Thus, unlike the 1990s, when the neoliberal model unidirectionally reformatted the continent, the new century was marked by a set of tensions and contradictions that were difficult to process. From the passage of the Washington Consensus to the consensus of the Commodities, new problems and paradoxes were introduced that even reconfigured the horizon of Latin American critical thinking and the entirety of the left.

### 1.3 New Dependencies and Challenges of Latin American Regionalism

Another element to consider when talking about the neo-extractivism of the twenty-first century is the growing role of China in Latin America. Toward the beginning of the progressive political cycle, too few analysts and politicians
envisaged the incipient relationship between the countries of the region and China, arguing that it offered the possibility of expanding the margins of regional autonomy, in relation to the traditional US hegemony. Indeed, in an international scenario marked by the transition from a bipolar world to a multipolar one, the relationship with China developed a strategic political sense in the geopolitical equilibriums of the Latin American region. It was the Venezuelan ex-president Hugo Chávez himself who led this type of positioning, carrying out a policy of notorious rapprochement with China, in which he saw a commercial and political ally suitable to enable a degree of separation from the United States.

Circa 2000, China did not hold a relevant position as a destination for exports or origin of imports for the countries of the Latin American region. However, by 2013 it had become the first source of imports for Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay; the second in the case of Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Peru, and Venezuela; and the third for Bolivia, Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Guatemala. The exchange is, however, asymmetric. While 84 percent of exports from Latin American countries to China are commodities, 63.4 percent of Chinese exports to the region are manufactured goods. To mention a few cases: Argentina basically exports soybeans, oleaginous fruits, and vegetable oils; Chile, copper; Brazil, soybeans and iron ore; Venezuela and Ecuador, oil; Peru, iron ore and other minerals (Svampa and Slipak, 2018). Likewise, Chinese investments are mainly established in extractive activities (mining, oil, agribusiness, megastores), which reinforces the reprimarization effect that Latin American economies experience under the commodity consensus. In some cases, they are oriented toward the tertiary sector to support the primary sectors. This shift implies a threat to the clusters of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), whether due to environmental contamination or the possibility of exporting directly to China products that were processed previously by local SMEs.

Another relevant issue is loans. Recent studies show that the majority of Chinese loans in the region have been for infrastructure (55 percent), followed by energy (27 percent) and mining (13 percent). The main lender is the Development Bank of China, having granted about 71 percent of the loans to the region, whose main beneficiary was Venezuela, with slightly more than half of the funds lent to finance thirteen projects (Ibidem). Brazil and Argentina also stand out as beneficiaries of the loans, each receiving about 14 percent of the loans made in the region. Chinese loans to Ecuador and Venezuela are taking the place of sovereign debt markets and are guaranteed with oil or some raw material (loans conditioned by
commodities), which includes an investment policy with the participation of Chinese companies.  

In short, at the beginning of the millennium, for those who were optimistic, the new commercial linkage granted the possibility of a south-south collaboration between “developing” countries in Latin America and China, which was experiencing a meteoric rise; in addition, the realpolitik of relations with Latin American countries would be far from illustrating this hypothesis. Thus, what is the most notorious from this scenario is not the linkage of the Latin American region – inevitable and necessary, of course – with China, but the way in which it has been operating – through the massive export of commodities and the accentuation of unequal exchange. All this was enhancing neo-extractivism and the reprimarization effect in Latin American economies.

The emergence of a new dialectic of dependence also appears associated with the failure of Latin American regionalism. It must be remembered that one of the most important milestones of the new regionalism was the Mar del Plata Summit (Argentina, 2005), where the possibility of the formation of the Latin American Free Trade Alliance (FTAA), promoted by the United States, was buried. Instead, emerging progressive governments created the Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas (ALBA), under the impetus of Hugo Chávez. In a move to support “Latin Americanists,” ambitious projects were planned, such as the creation of a single currency (Sucre) and the Bank of the South, which, however, did not prosper, in part due to the lack of enthusiasm on the part of Brazil. Although Luiz Inácio “Lula” da Silva later became a promoter of Latin American regionalism, as a semiperipheral “emergent power,” Brazil began to play in other global leagues, especially through the BRICS.

The creation of the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) in 2007, and subsequently of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States (CELAC) in 2010, initially as a forum to process conflicts in the region, outside of Washington, marked the regional integration process. However, all this new institutional scaffolding was far from preventing the United States from signing free trade agreements (FTAs) bilaterally with several Latin American countries and in 2011 creating a new regional bloc, the Pacific Alliance, with the participation of countries including Chile, Colombia, Peru, and Mexico.

---

12 As of December 2014, Venezuela’s public external debt to China amounted to approximately $70,000 million (US) and this country paid its external debt with 600,000 barrels of oil per day. In 2017, Venezuela sent 330,000 barrels to China, due to the drop in production, according to Washington’s Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) (Svampa and Slipak, 2018).

13 Goldman Sachs coined the term “BRIC” in 2001, to refer to those emerging economies that would mark the economic and political future of the twenty-first century. BRICS held its first meeting in 2006, with the presence of Brazil, Russia, India, and China. As of 2010, South Africa was invited to join the group.
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Collective agreements and unilateral agreements were also signed with China (many of which involved several countries for decades). Rather than encouraging the strengthening of Latin American integration, such agreements did nothing but enhance competition among countries as commodity exporters.

Consequently, while it is true that the emergence and rapid consolidation of the influence of the People’s Republic of China in Latin America were seen as opportunities to achieve greater autonomy in relation to the United States, they actually led to more unilateral negotiations with China and increased pro–Latin Americanism rhetoric. In short, these ventures promoted intraregional competition and the increase of exports of raw materials but also resulted in consolidating the asymmetries, which comprised a trend for the twenty-first century that deepened the dependency on neo-extractivism.

2 Phases of Neo-extractivism, Social Organizations, and Socio-environmental Conflicts

2.1 Phases of Neo-extractivism

One of the consequences of the current neo-extractivist juncture has been the explosion of socio-environmental conflicts, visible in the empowerment of the ancestral struggles for the land carried out by indigenous and peasant movements, as well as in the emergence of new forms of mobilization and citizen participation, focused on the defense of the commons, biodiversity, and the environment. Given its characteristics (social fragmentation, displacements of other forms of economy, verticality of decisions, strong impact on ecosystems), rather than its consequences, conflict can be seen as inherent to neo-extractivism, even if this does not translate into all cases due to the emergence of explicit social resistance. Over the years, and in the heat of new forms of expansion of the capital frontier, with conflicts multiplied, such social resistance became more active and organized. Based on this, I propose to distinguish three phases of neo-extractivism, linked to conflict.

The first phase, an optimistic one, developed between 2003 and 2008. Certainly, at the beginning of the new era, in the heat of the commodity price boom, the extractivist turn was interpreted in terms of comparative advantages, as a “new developmentalism,” rather than by the differences between progressive and conservative governments. I highlight the fact that it was an optimistic phase, because the increase in social spending and its impact on poverty reduction as well as the growing role of the State and the broadening of the participation of the population generated great political expectations in society. Let’s not forget that between 2002 and 2011, poverty in the region fell from 44 percent to 31.4 percent, while extreme poverty fell from 19.4 percent to
12.3 percent (ECLAC, 2012). Most countries expanded with an array of conditional transfer programs (bonds or social plans) that would reach 19 percent of the population (ECLAC, 2013), about 120 million people.

In some countries, this first phase was characterized by the expansion of the borders of the law, visible in the constitutionalizing of new rights (individual and collective). The State-run narrative coexisted, with its articulations and tensions, with the indigenous and ecologist narratives. This is exemplified in Bolivia and Ecuador, beyond the growing hegemony of the State-populist matrix and its articulation with the new national political leaderships. This period of economic boom, of reformulation of the role of the State, is also an opaque period. Nonrecognition of the conflicts, which became associated with extractive dynamics, continued approximately until 2008, a period of time from which some governments renewed their presidential terms.

The second phase corresponds to the proliferation of megaprojects, as well as an increase in social resistance. The former is reflected in the national development plans submitted by various governments that demonstrated a clear intention to increase extractive activities. Depending on the specialization of the country, the extraction would be of minerals, petroleum, construction of hydroelectric power plants, and/or the expansion of transgenic crops. In the case of Brazil, the extraction followed the Growth Acceleration Plan (PAC), launched in 2007, which proposed the construction of a large number of dams in the Amazon, in addition to the realization of energy megaprojects linked to the exploitation of oil and gas. In Bolivia, it was the promise of the Great Industrial Leap, based on projects for the extraction of gas, lithium, and iron and the expansion of agribusiness, among others. In Ecuador, it was the beginning of open-pit mega-mining, as well as the expansion of the oil frontier; in Colombia, as of 2010, a set of extractive projects was launched under the slogan “the energetic-mining locomotive.” Venezuela had its strategic plan for oil production, which involved an advance of the exploitation frontier in the Orinoco belt; in Argentina, the 2010–2020 Agrifood Strategic Plan promised an increase of 60 percent in grain production, to which was added (2012) the commitment to the exploitation of unconventional hydrocarbons through fracking.

The desire to increase the number of megaprojects was also expressed through the Initiative for the Integration of Regional Infrastructure in South America (IIRSA), later called COSIPLAN, which has already been cited. The main objective of the several Latin American governments that agreed to this program in 2000 was to facilitate the extraction and export of these products to their ports of destination. As of 2007, IIRSA came under the purview of UNASUR, renamed COSIPLAN, which led to an intensification of regional trade and investment of the National Bank for Economic Development (BND)
in infrastructure works. However, in various regions, the IIRSA/COSIPLAN projects were questioned and resisted: despite the Latin Americanist discourse that stressed the need to “weave new relationships between peoples and state communities,” the so-called infrastructure integration of the IIRSA had clear market objectives. There are 544 projects totaling an estimated investment of $130,000 million. For 2014, a total of 32.3 percent of the investments within IIRSA was reserved for the energy area, concentrated mainly in hydroelectric power plants, which are highly scrutinized for their social and environmental effects, especially in the already fragile zone of the Brazilian and Bolivian Amazon (Carpio, 2017: 130). Moreover, of thirty-one COSIPLAN priority projects, fourteen are situated in the Amazon (Porto Gonçalves, 2017: 158).

This second stage embeds us in a period of open conflict in extractive territories. Indeed, numerous socio-environmental and territorial conflicts emerged from the local encapsulation and acquired national visibility: the project to build a road that crosses the Tipnis (Bolivia), the construction of the mega-dam of Belo Monte (Brazil), the pueblada de Famatina and other resistances against mega-mining (Argentina, 2012), until the final suspension of the Yasuni Proposal (Ecuador, 2013). Alongside these highly visible conflicts that occurred in countries with progressive governments, we must add those that occurred involving a neoliberal or conservative influence, such as the Conga mining project in Peru, which has now been suspended; the mining megaproject La Colosa, in the department of Tolima, in Colombia, finally suspended in 2017; and that of the Agua Zarca dam, in Honduras, suspended as a result of the action of the Civic Council of Popular and Indigenous Organizations of Honduras (COPINH), founded by Berta Cáceres, who was murdered in 2016.

The truth is that in the fervor of the different territorial and environmental conflicts and their recursive dynamics, the Latin American governments ended up taking on a belligerently developmentalist discourse in defense of neo-extractivism. This correspondence between discourse and practice, which occurred even in countries such as Ecuador and Bolivia that had the highest political expectation of change and involved promises of Buen Vivir and that emphasized the care of nature and the role of indigenous peoples, illustrates the evolution of progressive governments toward models of more traditional domination (in many cases, linked to the classic populist or national-state model). It also demonstrates the forced recognition of a new phase of retraction of the borders of democracy, visible in the intolerance toward dissidence and the criminalization of resistance. Thus, the various governments opted for the nationalist language and a drift toward a conspiratorial dialogue, denying the legitimacy of the claims made against them and attributing it to “child environmentalism”
Finally, in line with the second phase, from 2013 to the present, we are witnessing an exacerbated phase of neo-extractivism. One of the relevant elements that explains this type of aggravated continuity refers to the fall in the prices of raw materials, which prompted Latin American governments to exponentially increase the number of extractive projects through the expansion of “the boundaries of commodities” (Moore, 2013; Terán Mantovani, 2016; Svampa, 2018b). Because of this, not only were the majority of Latin American governments unprepared for the fall in commodity prices – as can be seen dramatically in Venezuela – but consequences would also quickly arise with the tendency to increase the deficit commercial (Martinez Allier, 2015) and the recession (Peters, 2016). Alongside this was the decline of the progressive/populist hegemony and the end of the progressive cycle, a fact that will have a strong impact on the reconfiguration of the regional political map, a subject that will be discussed later.

This stage of exacerbation corresponds to the expansion of extreme energies. Bear in mind that the expansion of the technological frontier allowed us to look for other forms of hydrocarbon deposits that were considered “unconventional,” technically more difficult to extract, economically more expensive, and with greater risks of contamination. Following the definition of Tatiana Roa Avendaño of Censat-Agua Viva of Colombia and Hernan Scandizzo of the Observatorio Petrolero Sur of Argentina, the concept of “extreme energies” refers “not only to the characteristics of hydrocarbons, but also to a context in which the exploitation of gas, crude oil and coal entails ever greater geological, environmental, labor and social risks; in addition to a high accident rate compared with traditional farms or conventional calls” (2017).

To go into further detail, extreme energies entail high economic costs as well as burdensome environmental and socio-health impacts. Some of these energies require extraction by hydraulic fracturing or fracking, an experimental technique by which it is possible to extract gas or oil trapped in rocks from immemorial epochs. This technique involves an injection at high pressures of water, sand, and chemical products to rock formations that are rich in hydrocarbons to increase the permeability and, with this, ease of extraction.

There are different discoverable types among the extreme energies:

a) Shale gas, which exists in shale deposits, mother rocks formed from deposits of silt, clay, and organic matter, at a depth between 1,000 and 5,000 m. Shale
is a porous sedimentary rock that has little permeability, because its pores are very small and are not well distributed.

b) Tight gas or gas of compact sands, trapped in a more compact geological formation, such as a sandstone or limestone formation.

c) Coal mantle gas, which appears bound to stone coal at a depth between 500 and 2,000 m.

d) Heavy crudes or tar sands, whose environmental costs are also burdensome; currently being extracted in Canada (Alberta) and in the Orinoco belt (Venezuela).

e) Offshore deposits in the sea, increasingly distant from the coast, in deep waters, which are extracted, in some cases, after crossing thick layers of salt. The depth, as with the pre-salt layer in Brazil or the distance between the surface of the sea and the reservoirs of oil, can reach more than 7,000 meters.

In 2010, the US Department of State launched a Global Shale Gas Initiative (GSGI, known as the Non-conventional Gas Technical Commitment Program) focused on hydraulic fracturing. In April 2011, the EIA published a report assessing and locating the main world reserves. Although this study would later be questioned regarding the gas overestimations that it presented, it is still used as the basis of an argument to defend the possibilities of accessing these reserves. In this study, the areas with the largest deposits are highlighted, among which China, the United States, Argentina, Mexico, South Africa, Australia, Canada, Libya, Algeria, and Brazil stand out. While China and the United States are leading in their use of unconventional gas, with 19.3 percent and 13 percent, respectively, Argentina and Mexico are in third and fourth place, with 11.7 percent and 10.3 percent, respectively.

Argentina serves as the head of the fracking beach in the Latin American region. In 2012, in a context of increasing energy shortages, more than promising estimates of the existence of unconventional hydrocarbons prompted the government of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner to partially expropriate YPF, which was then in the hands of Spain’s Repsol. The unconventional hydrocarbons were found mainly in northern Patagonia, in the Neuquén basin, which covers a total of some 120,000 km². Beyond the immediate crisis, in Argentina an eldoradista frenzy soon broke out, a fact that helped suppress any debate on the environmental and social risks of fracking. This was strengthened by the nationalist rhetoric of the Kirchner government, which claimed to promote the transformation from the “commodity” paradigm to that of “strategic resources,” based on State control of hydrocarbons.

Similar to what happened with soybeans, Argentina became an open-air laboratory in its implementation of one of the most controversial hydrocarbon
extraction techniques at a global level. A regulatory framework that increasingly favored foreign investment protected this. In particular, the signing of the agreement between YPF and Chevron (2013) served as a gateway for large-scale fracking in the country, which was followed by other agreements of mixed association with other transnational companies. Once again, the consensus of commodities, which projected Neuquén as the new Saudi Arabia especially thanks to Vaca Muerta (the largest shale formation in Argentina), was unique in that the resistant black thread served as a means of formulating a common vision of development to progressives, conservatives, and neoliberals. However, in 2014, while the drop in international oil prices placed a brake on the eldoradista frenzy in Vaca Muerta, it did not prevent the beginning of a process of social and territorial reconfiguration, based in Añelo, a small town occupied by the big transnational operators. First, the Kirchner government began to subsidize the production of unconventional hydrocarbons, a move that magnified the management of Mauricio Macri, who also, in January 2017, relaunched Vaca Muerta, in its neoliberal eldoradista version, signing agreements that guaranteed labor flexibility and the transfer of the cost accumulation to the weakest sectors of the chain, that is, workers and consumers.

It should be noted that the Vaca Muerta region is far from being the “empty territory” that it was perceived to be by the provincial and national authorities. Around twenty indigenous communities are dispersedly settled. In 2014, as a result of the protests carried out by the Mapuche Confederation, the government of Neuquén had to officially recognize the community of Campo Maripe, which had been established in the area since 1927. Vaca Muerta is not the only territory in which fracking occurs in Argentina. Fracking is also done in the Alto Negro River Valley area and in the town of Allen, where tight gas exploitation advances on pear and apple plantations and threatens to displace this regional economy. Finally, there is a notable increase in the rate of accidents at work – twenty-six deaths between 2011 and 2018 due to this environmental obtrusion (leakage of gas, explosion of fracking wells, generation of huge oil dumps that do not comply with any environmental regulation, multiplication of small earthquakes, among others). 14

With similar arguments to those of the Argentinian government, as of 2013 in Mexico, the Peña Nieto government proposed an energy reform that included signing contracts with private investment companies while placing the issue of exploitation on the agenda. From this, an emphasis was placed on the exploitation of extreme energies in shale deposits and compact sands, coupled with the

---

14 See Opsur (2018): “There are already 5 deaths produced in 2018, the highest figure in eight years, and 26 since 2011 in the entire country. The majority of cases occur in the Neuquen Basin.”
objective of being able to manage the fall of oil production and the growing imports of natural gas. Due to public resistance, President Andrés López Obrador, who took office in December 2018, promised to prohibit fracking, but it finally was not forbidden.

In Colombia, in mid-2017, the Ministry of the Environment prepared a regulation that would allow the start of offshore exploitation in the country. For a time, the government did not announce a unanimous position regarding fracking; as a result, important sectors proposed a moratorium. The Colombian Alliance Against Fracking (La Alianza Colombiana Contra el Fracking) maintains that if the government decides to continue the practice, fracking will place a risk on several strategic ecosystems, such as the Páramo de Sumapaz (the agricultural pantry of the capital that is considered the largest of its kind globally), the Páramo de Chingaza (whose system supplies around 80 percent of Bogotá’s drinking water), as well as other ecosystems. Finally, in 2019, the controversy was resolved in favor of fracking.

Meanwhile, in Brazil, in keeping with the energy reform carried out between 2016 and 2017, the government of Michel Temer promoted investment in the exploration and production of hydrocarbons. As in other countries, this reform opened the possibility that the State-run company Petrobrás would be part of all the oil consortiums involved in the exploitation and exploitation of the pre-salt layer, that is, deep-sea oil. This change reversed the 2010 reforms that obliged the national oil company to acquire at least 30 percent of the hydrocarbon fields in this oil region (Pulso Energético, 2017). In 2017, Minister of Mines and Energy Fernando Coelho Filho declared that Brazil would again experience a moment of “euphoria” with the exploitation of the pre-salt layer in the coming years that paralleled the one observed during the administration of former President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva with the discovery of large offshore reserves.

The rise of fracking has incited wide-ranging reactions within local communities throughout the continent. Citizen assemblies, indigenous and peasant communities, environmental NGOs, networks of intellectuals and academics, and various unions are at the epicenter of this resistance. In Argentina, since 2013 numerous assemblies and citizen networks have been created to promote the moratorium and/or prohibition of the exploitation of non-conventional hydrocarbons through hydraulic fracturing (fracking). At the end of 2017, two provinces (Entre Ríos and Santa Fe) and some 50 municipalities had local ordinances prohibiting fracking. In Brazil, in 2016, some 72 cities prohibited fracking, although other data indicated that 200 fracking-free municipalities exist and several states are considering a total ban. At the regional level, the Latin American Alliance against Fracking (La Alianza Latinoamericana Contra
el Fracking) was created as a network of organizations that sought to promote debate, analyze the energy context of each country, and dissect the public policies that are implemented to promote and regulate fracking. The alliance also investigates the territorial, socio-health, environmental, and economic impacts caused by this technique and promotes advocacy, mobilization, and resistance strategies undertaken by each country.

Until December 2018, only Uruguay had approved a moratorium on fracking for four years. This was the result of a march held in August 2017, where different environmental groups from Uruguay, Argentina, and Brazil demonstrated against fracking, raising as a flag the protection of the Guarani aquifer, one of the largest freshwater reserves on the planet. The draft moratorium was to be converted into law at the end of 2017.

The third phase of exacerbation saw the development of new criminal territorialities (territorialidades criminales) – the emergence of gangs – a phenomenon that is noted in certain marginal regions of Venezuela, Peru, and Colombia, linked to artisanal and illegal mining. It is located in Peru in the area of Madre de Dios, where there is illegal extraction of gold. In 2016, the criminal organizations of that country had greater profitability than the drug trafficking networks: “They earned 2.6 billion dollars for the production and sale of gold obtained illegally; while the networks dedicated to drug trafficking had a profit of 500 million to one billion dollars.”

But one of the most extreme cases is in Venezuela. What is now known as the mining pranes or pranato reveals the outline of the new territorial extractive, violent and mafia-like, which has as a counterpart a State with little capacity for regulation and territorial control that develops an association with the armed gangs. Although the 2016 massacre in Tumeremo, in the State of Bolivar, was tragically marked by the death of twenty-eight miners and was not the first incident of its kind, it helped make evident the growing relationship between artisanal and illegal mining, rent seeking, and crime, a phenomenon that has been accentuated in the past ten years (Romero and Ruiz, 2018). Thus, we are faced with the emergence of a parastatal sphere, from inside, that involves a large number of legal and illegal economic actors and social subjects. These criminal structures not only control territories but also the population and subjects, which deals a severe blow for any attempt to reconstruct a democratic project.

16 Strictly speaking, Pran in prison jargon means “chief.” It is usually attributed to the “title” of “prisoner serial killer born.”
Likewise, another phenomenon that accompanies the expansion of illegal mining is human trafficking. In the Puno region in Bolivia, thousands of cases of trafficked women and sexual exploitation have been reported as well as in the Amazon region of Madre de Dios, Peru, where there is also illegal extraction of gold. As affirmed by Livia Wagner, author of the report *Organized Crime and Illegal Mining in Latin America*, “There is a strong link between illegal mining and sexual exploitation; whenever there are large migrations of men to an area, there is a great demand for sexual services that often generates sex trafficking” (BBB Mundo, 2016). In the case of Argentina, trafficking and prostitution follow the path of the oil and mining route, as well as the soy route. The reality is that where socio-territorial configurations are consolidated, characterized by masculinization, disarticulation of the social fabric, inequality and accelerated over-appropriation, there is a reinforcement of the patriarchal matrix, which aggravates the chains of violence. This is expressed in a generation of new figureheads, linked to sexual slavery.

2.1 Territorial Tensions, Dominant Models, and Indigenous Peoples

Currently, there seems to be an implicit consensus among Latin American analysts that one of the constituent dimensions of social resistance against extractivism is the defense of territory and territoriality. Certainly, territory and territoriality are disputed concepts, since they not only appear in the narrative of indigenous organizations and socio-environmental movements but also in the discourse of corporations, planners, and public policy designers. In short, the notion of territory became a type of “total social concept,” from which it is possible to anticipate the positioning of the different actors in conflict and, even more, to analyze the resulting social and political dynamics.

In general terms, both in urban and rural movements, the territory serves as a space of resistance and also, progressively, as a place of resignification and creation of new social relations. From the perspective of social movements, territoriality as a “material dimension” has often been understood exclusively as a self-organizing community, whether peasant-indigenous movements, which have claimed the defense of land and territory for decades, or urban social movements, which are associated with the struggle for land and the demands for basic needs. However, by the year 2000, the dispute over territory met other complications, including the new methods adopted by the capitalist view of spaces considered strategic in terms of natural assets. Accordingly, extractive megaprojects, such as large-scale metal mining, the expansion of the hydrocarbon frontier, agribusiness, among others, can be thought of as a paradigmatic
example in which a “tension of territorialities” is provoked (Porto Gonçalves, 2001), via the formation of a dominant vision of territoriality that is presented as excluding the existing (or potentially existing) ones. In short, various logics of territoriality could refer to the large economic actors (corporations, economic elites), the States (at their various levels) or the different social actors organized and/or involved in the conflict.

The appropriation of territory is never only material; it is also symbolic (Santos, 2005). As the Brazilian geographer Bernardo Maçano Fernandes affirmed, “we coexist with different types of territories producing and produced by distinct social relations, which are disputed daily” (2008). Undoubtedly, it has been the critical geography of Brazil that contributed to the enrichment and reformation of the concept of territory, especially given the perspective that emphasizes the need to “graph territories from within” (Porto Gonçalves, 2001), that is to say, an estimation of the territory and territoriality that social movements forge in their struggles. For Porto Gonçalves, our epoch can be compared to the Renaissance, in the sense that we are witnessing a process of (re) geographical configuration, where the different actors and segments of society are not present in the same way in these instituting processes.

Territoriality is carried out in a complex space, in which lines of action and rationalities bearing different assessments are intertwined. In a similar vein, another Brazilian geographer, Rogerio Haesbert (2011), reflects on multi-territoriality, which he interprets as the counterpart to globalization. Far from witnessing an “end of the territories,” a more complex geography – multi-territoriality – is delineated, with strong rhizomatic connotations, that is, not hierarchized and instead illustrated by network territories established by subordinate groups.

In the framework of the commodities consensus, we are witnessing a shift in the dominant notion of territory, in line with the dominant development model. Paraphrasing the geographer Robert Sack (1986), it could be said that for the sake of capital, companies and governments gauge an efficient vision of the territories, which considers them “socially desolate” as long as they contain goods valued by capital. In the name of promoting the ideology of progress, the communities settled there appear invisible, the regional economies devalued, or their crises intensified, to facilitate the entry of large projects that end up becoming agents of territorial occupation. Such processes of devaluation are exacerbated in traditionally relegated regions.

For example, in the Argentine Patagonia, vast territories are considered as “deserts,” which prompts dark reminiscences, because this metaphor was used in the late nineteenth century to corral and exterminate indigenous populations, devaluing what they represented in terms of culture and habitat. Currently,
government officials and provincial governments use the metaphor of the desert to prompt, for example, the need for large-scale mining or the expansion of the oil frontier through fracking or agribusiness as the only effective alternative. A similar occurrence happens with the Amazon, another relegated territory. As Porto Gonçalves (2017) affirms, it is not only considered as a “reserve of resources” or “inexhaustible source” but also as a “demographic vacuum”; the dominant classes consequently accept this concept, given their subordinate role to central world powers, ultimately ignoring the geographical complexity of the region. This efficient vision is complementary to the characterization of the territory as “idle” or “unproductive.” In the Latin American context, Peruvian President Alan García, who in 2007 expressed this vision in a starker way, published the article The Hortelano Dog Syndrome, in the newspaper El Comercio, in Lima, in which he callously outlines his policy in relation to the Amazon. He argued that the Amazonian Indians who opposed the exploitation of their “idle territories” were like “the dog of the gardener.” In García’s words, the entire Amazon was considered an idle territory that had to become an efficient and productive area, through the expansion of the mining, energy, and oil frontiers.¹⁷

In short, the assertion that there are regions historically marked by poverty and social vulnerability, with a low population density, that have large areas of “unproductive” territories facilitates the establishment of an efficient and exclusive discourse on behalf of the global dynamics of capital. Whether they are conceived as “socially desolate territories,” “idle,” “deserts,” or “empty spaces,” the result is similar: the devaluation of regional economies. In other words, the use of such language regarding the valuation of the territory is linked to subordinate sectors and is increasingly incompatible with the dominant model.

The question is even more complex if we refer to the indigenous peoples and their organizations, since the ideas of territory and territoriality appear increasingly linked to the idea of autonomy, understood as self-determination, which, as affirmed by the Mexican anthropologist Héctor Díaz Polanco (2008), means not only the recognition of diversity and cultural difference but also the registration of collective, economic, and social rights within the territory.

¹⁷ These statements materialized in June 2008, when the executive sanctioned a hundred legislative decrees, including the package of eleven laws affecting the Amazon. The legislative decrees, which were renamed “the law of the jungle” by indigenous organizations and environmental NGOs, would be questioned from different sectors. Finally, the repression of Bagua (June 5, 2009) cost the lives of some thirty inhabitants of the Amazon region, including police and residents.
In the context of expanding neo-extractivism, the dispute over territories had negative consequences in relation to the situation involving indigenous and peasant peoples, since a significant number of the megaprojects are situated in indigenous territories or territories claimed by indigenous peoples. A report by ECLAC on the situation of indigenous peoples, based on an investigation by the UN Special Rapporteur of the indigenous peoples (from 2009 to 2013), demonstrates one of the major nodes produced by the expansion of extractive activities in indigenous territories. According to the report, “failure to comply with the state’s duty of consultation with indigenous peoples and for the adoption of safeguards and measures to protect their rights before granting concessions or authorizing the execution of extractive projects” (ECLAC, 2014). The same report identified 226 conflicts in indigenous territories of Latin America associated with extractive mining and hydrocarbon projects from 2010 to 2013 (2014: 139).

Thus, in the face of the expansion of the oil, mining, energy, and agribusiness frontiers, the territorial problems – first seen as tension, and later as antagonism – were eliciting different responses, which placed at the heart of the conflict questions regarding the right of unobstructed and informed prior consultation (henceforth FPIC). Now, with the FPIC and its implementation, there is a question that is far from being univocal, because it introduces several dilemmas: Should it be nonbinding consultation or do indigenous peoples have the right to veto? The ILO determines that the consultation must be done in good faith and that its purpose should be to seek the consent of the community or, at least, to reach an agreement. Subsequently, in 2007, the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples went a step further, involving the principle of free, prior, and informed consent for the transfer of indigenous groups from their lands, as well as for adoption and application of legislative and administrative measures that affect them. Additionally, it requires the State to restore all intellectual, cultural, or spiritual assets that the indigenous groups had lost without their free, prior, and informed consent. Finally, although these provisions are not binding, they establish a strong government commitment and exert pressure on the State to carry out this adaptation.

At that time, the Colombian specialist César Rodríguez Garavito (2007) distinguished between strong and weak interpretations of the right of consultation. From their perspective, “international organizations such as the Rapporteurship on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of the UN and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights have established the most demanding interpretations of international law, especially when dealing with large development or investment plans that have a profound impact on an indigenous people.”
the other end of the spectrum, we have a weak procedural conception, such as the one expressed by the Constitutional Court of Ecuador (2010: 48).

An important advancement in the line of interpretation was the judgment of the IACHR of July 30, 2012, in relation to the Kichwa Sarayaku people of the Ecuadorian Amazon, where ten years before a complaint was lodged against the Ecuadorian State for having granted an oil concession and allowed a company of Argentine capitals to undertake seismic exploration in the territory of the Sarayaku people, without prior consultation. The court determined that Ecuador violated the rights to prior and informed consultation, to indigenous communal property, and to cultural identity. The State was also found responsible for seriously endangering the rights to life and personal integrity, and for the violation of the rights to judicial guarantees and judicial protection to the detriment of the Sarayaku people. This ruling marked a milestone in the matter and was expected to have an impact on pending litigation between indigenous rights and the expansion of the extractive frontier. Not coincidentally, since then the IACHR has been under the microscope of Latin American governments: for example, Venezuela decided to withdraw, alleging the organization’s bias and moral decadence; Brazil threatened to do the same after receiving precautionary measures from the IACHR, implying the suspension of the construction of the Belo Monte mega-dam, carried out without due consultation with the indigenous populations.

With that in mind, consultations were involved in an increasingly complex and dynamic field of social and legal disputes. In the perspective of the Latin American governments, this became something more than a pebble in a shoe both for a democratizing government like that of Evo Morales, who did not fail to make an openly manipulative use of the FPIC during the conflict of the TIPNIS (Isiboro Secure Indigenous Territory and National Park), and for the

18 In 2007, through five contentious cases, the CIDH established a legal international framework to settle problems between states and indigenous communities. It established that it is states’ responsibility to guarantee the effective participation of indigenous communities, which must be consulted following their customary traditions. It also established that the consultations should be informed prior to the development of the projects, making sure that the communities are cognizant of the risks involved. The communities, rather than the state, must decide who will represent them in the consultation process, which must be carried out in every instance of megaprojects, when the states must obtain the prior, free, and informed consent of the affected communities.


20 In Bolivia, the CPLI started in 2007. “Between 2007 and 2017, the Ministry of Hydrocarbons and Energy … led fifty-eight consultations prior to the extraction of gas in territories of indigenous original nations and peasant communities. The available information on these processes is incomplete, but government documents, news media, case studies, and interviews indicate they involved contracts with a handful of large corporations, including the nationalized YPFB and its subsidiaries” (Falleti and Riofrancos, 2018: 104).
government of Rafael Correa in Ecuador, because despite its ratification, in practice it was not fulfilled, interpreted simply as “pre-legislative consultation.” In Peru, the various neoliberal governments sought to place a brake (often violent) on the demand for the right of consultation, trying to limit it to the Amazonian peoples, to the detriment of the Andean communities, where the mining projects resided. Also, in Argentina, strategic laws on natural resources were approved (such as the non-conventional hydrocarbons law, in 2014) without incorporating consultation with indigenous peoples, who are considered not owners, but “superficial” (Svampa, 2018a). Overall, there was no Latin American government that did not attempt to minimize the FPIC, to limit it to its weakest version, through different legislations and regulations, whose purpose was to establish its nonbinding character, as well as to facilitate protection or manipulation, in contexts of strong asymmetry of powers.

At the regional level, in terms of territorial tension, the TIPNIS conflict was one of the most resounding. Although several episodes anticipated a collision between the indigenous narrative and the neo-extractivist practice of the government of Evo Morales, the turning point occurred between 2010 and 2011, following the construction of the Villa Tunari–San Ignacio highway. TIPNIS has been a natural reserve since 1965; since 1990, it has been recognized as an indigenous territory, a habitat for Amazonian peoples. The question is undoubtedly complex: on the one hand, the project responded to geopolitical and territorial needs; yet on the other hand, the indigenous peoples involved were not consulted. Likewise, the highway would open the door to extractive projects, with the negative social, cultural, and environmental consequences, with or without Brazil as a strategic ally. In short, the escalation of the conflict between indigenous and environmental organizations and the government was such that it included several marches from the TIPNIS to the city of La Paz; the articulation of a multi-sectoral block of rural, social, and environmental indigenous organizations, with the support of huge urban sectors; in addition to a dark repressive episode led by State forces. In 2012, the government of Evo Morales called for a study of the TIPNIS communities; the official report indicated that 80 percent of the communities consulted approved the construction of the highway. However, a report by the Catholic Church, carried out with the Permanent Assembly of Human Rights of Bolivia in April 2013, indicated that the consultation with the indigenous people “was not free or in good faith, besides it did not conform to the standards of prior consultation and it was done with perks.”

---

The TIPNIS conflict settled two important issues that should be interpreted as a Bolivian, but also Latin American, key: first, this conflict whitewashed the Bolivian government’s discourse on its definition of development, something explicitly stated by Vice President Alvaro García Linera in his book *Geopolítica de la Amazonia* (2012). Second, in a context of escalation of the conflict, in such virulent and politicized contexts – where the recursive character of the action leads to the different actors getting involved in a fierce struggle – the possibility of carrying out a free, prior, and informed consultation with indigenous peoples – according to ILO Convention 169 – is inevitably endangered, and the definition of its procedures, mechanisms, and issues ends up being controversial.22

Overall, the issue of the FPIC turned out to be one of the most difficult and controversial problems of international, regional, and national regulations related to the rights of indigenous peoples. Although it appears as “a specialized instrument,” in just two decades it has been subject to legal conflicts in which large economic interests as well as the survival of indigenous peoples and other ethnic groups are challenged. At the same time, it is clear that the expansion of the frontier of collective and territorial rights of native peoples found a clear limit in the growing expansion of the borders of exploitation of capital, in search of goods, lands, and territories, which was land the emancipatory narratives that had raised strong expectations, especially in countries like Bolivia and Ecuador.

### 2.3 Socio-environmental Conflicts, Eco-territorial Turn, and Social Organizations

It could be perceived that the consolidation of an alternative valuation language to that of the dominant territoriality is more immediate in the case of indigenous and peasant organizations, as a result of the close relationship they pose between land and territory and in community life terms, such as the well-known reactivation of the indigenous community matrix that occurred in recent decades. However, rather than omit the countries in which there is a presence of indigenous peoples who have been historically excluded, the new language of valuation of the territory also covers other countries in which it is expressed through different multiethnic experiences and various organizational formats.

These new socio-environmental, rural, and urban movements (in small and medium-sized localities) of a poly-classic nature are characterized by an assembly format and a potentially important antagonist. It should be noted that in this

22 Another limitation of the CPLI is that successive decrees limit the time that the consultation can last. In Bolivia, following the hydrocarbons law and other decrees that provided the regulatory framework, prior consultation in hydrocarbons and mining cannot last more than three months in total (Falleti and Riofrancos, 2018).
new social fabric, different cultural groups, certain environmental NGOs (with logic of social movements), intellectuals, and experts, who accompany – and can even be co-protagonists – the action of social organizations and movement plays an important role. As often happens in other areas of conflict, the organizational dynamics have young central actors, many of them women, whose role is crucial both in the large organizational structures and in the small groups. The crossings and articulations between organizations gave rise to numerous coordination spaces, thematic forums – in defense of water, of rivers, and of natural assets – and joint action platforms (against the FTAA, against fracking, against megaprojects of the IIRSA, and against the TransPaciﬁc Treaty).

It is difﬁcult to carry out an exhaustive survey of the self-organizational, national, and regional networks of socio-environmentalists that characterize Latin America. By way of example, I present a brief review of some socio-environmental conﬂicts and networks in countries such as Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Venezuela, and Argentina. In 2013, in Peru, a country with a tradition of large-scale mining, according to the Ombudsman’s Ofﬁce, out of a total of 120 conﬂicts, those linked to mining represented 48 percent of all social conﬂicts. In 2016, the percentage had risen to 68 percent, since there were already 220 social conﬂicts that the Peruvian authorities had identiﬁed throughout the national territory, of which 150 were related to the imposition of mining projects. Among the pioneering organizations at the continental level in the ﬁght against mega-mining, the National Confederation of Communities Affected by Mining (CONACAMI), established in 1999, stands out. It maintained a territorial presence and articulation capacity until 2008–2009. Currently, other local organizational structures have been strengthened, such as the peasant patrols (Hoetmer, 2013: 268).

In Bolivia, the extractive wave includes mining, hydrocarbon exploitation, the advancement of agribusiness, and more recently a series of energy projects included in the so-called 2025 Patriotic Agenda, a new National Development Plan, that involves the construction of several mega-dams and a nuclear power plant in El Alto. As has been previously mentioned, the watershed was the conﬂict of the TIPNIS, from which many others followed. In 2015, Vice President Garcia Linera threatened to expel four Bolivian NGOs (CEDIB, Terra, CEDLA, and Milenio), recognized leftist organizations conducting research on neo-extractivism and the expansion of the agribusiness frontier. Linera accused them of defending “the interests of the international political right.” In 2016, the government enacted a new law that aimed to restrict freedom

23 www.defensoria.gob.pe/blog/mineria-y-conﬂictos/
of association and put critical NGOs at risk of closure if they did not comply with the 2025 Patriotic Agenda and the National Development Plan. In 2017, the harassment and persecution of one of them, the CEDIB, renowned national documentation center, was so persistent that its operation became almost unsustainable.

One of the most worrisome cases is Ecuador. Although its constitution establishes the rights of nature, the response of the Correa government to the conflict was the criminalization and judicialization of environmental protest. Criminal trials sentenced spokespersons for indigenous organizations to up to ten years imprisonment,\(^{24}\) as well as the withdrawal of legal status and the expulsion of NGOs (Fundación Pachamama, 2013), harassment and threat of dissolution of the recognized NGO Acción Ecológica in 2009 and 2016, and the cancellation of visas and expulsion of foreign consultants linked to environmental leaders in 2014 and 2015. Also, the Ecuadorian government used legal devices to invalidate the demand for Popular Initiative, which provoked the citizen movement “Yasunidos,” after the government decided unilaterally to end the moratorium in the Yasuni Park and begin oil exploitation. Despite the significant resistance against mega-mining (Ecuador has no tradition of large-scale mining), from 2013 the government continued the militarization of territories, including Intag, a stronghold in the fight against this type of activity, where the population expelled several mining companies, betting on alternative development. Alongside this, it should be noted that Chinese companies, which lead the mining investment in Ecuador, have been accused of abusive labor practices. According to Ong Acción Ecológica, in 2012 the Shuar community denounced Chinese companies linked to the Mirador mining project for breaches of labor benefits, employee mistreatment, unfair wages, and work-related accidents. In 2016, new conflicts arose when Shuar indigenous people seized a mining camp in the Amazon region, arguing that the entry of the Chinese company was carried out without prior consultation and militarization of the territories. The level of the conflict escalated and resulted in one death and several people wounded. President Correa then declared a state of emergency and accused the Shuar Indians of being a “paramilitary and semi-criminal group.”

Likewise, in Colombia, between 2001 and 2011, 25 percent of socio-environmental conflicts were related to oil, gold, and coal (Roa Avendaño and Navas, 2014: 35). In 2010, during his first presidential campaign, José Manuel Santos launched the slogan “Colombia the mining-energy locomotive.” In that

\(^{24}\) See the report of the FIDH, which includes cases of criminalization of human rights defenders in Latin America, among them cases of criminalization in Intag and the indigenous people of the Shuar Federation (2015). www.fidh.org/IMG/pdf/criminalisationobsangocto2015bassdef.pdf
country, one of the mining projects that provoked greater resistance is La Colosa, ran by the company Anglo Gold Ashanti. If the mine had been built, it would have been the fifth-largest gold mine in the world, affecting several localities in the Tolima Department, which is considered the agricultural pantry of Colombia. There, Environmental Committees in Defense of Life were created, which promoted public consultations. After a preliminary consultation in the small town of Piedras, in 2013, the environmental committees set out to organize consultations in Cajamarca and Ibagué, finding serious legal and business obstacles. Finally, in April 2017, a public consultation was held in Cajamarca, which also yielded a negative response for La Colosa. In the absence of a social license, Anglo Gold Ashanti decided to suspend all project activities.

But mega-mining is not the only extractivist conflict in Colombia. There is also the Master Plan for the Development of the Magdalena River, the most important river in the country, which is born in the mountain range and has a length of 1500 km. The concession of the river is part of the policy from the Integration of Regional Infrastructure South American (IIRSA/COSIPLAN); rather than improve the environmental and social conditions of the river, it aims to turn it into a large waterway to transport coal, oil, and palm leaf with deep draft vessels for exportation. Another objective is to turn it into a great generator of energy, through the construction of several dams, many of which would be at the service of the mining projects. This enormous plan of privatization of the Magdalena River (controlled by a company based in China) has led to a social mobilization that goes by the name “The River of Life.”

In Mexico, the National Assembly of Environmentally Affected People (ANAA, Mexico) was created in 2008 to fight against mega-mining, hydroelectric dams, urbanization, and industrial mega-dams. It is composed of pioneering coalitions such as the Council of Ejidos and Communities (CECOP), which is opposed to the La Perota Dam and for ten years united the struggling indigenous peasants in Guerrero under the slogan “We are the custodians of water” (Navarro, 2015: 141). Another important coalition is the Frente Amplio Opositor (FAO), which protests the mining company San Xavier and serves as a platform for numerous public activities, information rounds, consultations, and legal disputes. The FAO’s main objective, which culminated in 2006, was to protest San Xavier’s plan to build the bases of a deposit that was initially planned to demolish the town (Composto and Navarro, 2011: 51).

On the other hand, Nicaragua has one of the most ambitious yet controversial megaprojects in the region, the Interoceanic Canal, three times larger than the Panama Canal, contracted to the Chinese company HKND. In November 2015, peasant protests and the probing of the environmental impact study by
international experts convened by the Nicaraguan Academy of Sciences delayed the start of the project. As a result, the National Council for the Defense of Land, Lake, and National Sovereignty was born. The first protest by the affected communities occurred in 2014. At the end of 2016, the police and the military repressed a peasant march against the canal project that was intended to reach Managua; the encounter resulted in numerous bullet wounds and detainees. However, the protest prevented the commencement of a project that would have affected numerous communities and would have serious impacts on Lake Nicaragua, the largest freshwater reserve in the region.

After the fall of commodity prices, Venezuela, a rentier country that depends on oil exports, also made a new extractivist turn. As E. Lander points out, the main trigger — although not the only one — of the crisis in that country was the drastic fall in the international price of oil. Despite having an eminently oil-based economy, mining was the activity that generated the most socio-environmental conflicts. According to the database of the Observatory of Political Ecology of Venezuela, mining initiatives generate 37 percent of the total of registered cases. Alongside mining being responsible for the most intense conflicts in the country, gold was the most disputed commodity. Likewise, the Maduro government initiated an intensive search for foreign exchange and in line with the Plan de la Patria (2013–2019), and in February 2016, it created by decree a New National Strategic Development Zone: Arco Minero del Orinoco, which opened almost 112,000 square kilometers, 12 percent of the national territory, to the large mining industry for the exploitation of gold, diamonds, coltan, iron, and other minerals. To attract foreign investments, it signed alliances and agreements with 150 national and transnational companies. The content of these agreements is unknown — decreeing a state of emergency allows the contracts for the Mining Arc to have discretion and do not require obtaining authorization from the National Assembly. In this context, mega-mining was presented as a new “miracle” exit in the search for the diversification of oil extractivism during the crisis. According to Terán Mantovani (2016), this would redesign the neo-extractivism cartography, in which “the new border appropriation exceeds the historical map and expands into areas of natural reserves, offshore extractions and national parks.”

Finally, in Argentina the assemblies in defense of the water supply stand out, most of them nucleated in the Union of Citizen Assemblies (UAC, emerging in 2006) originally linked to the fight against mega-mining but also including criticism of the agribusiness model. This has an assembly format and meets three times a year, with the aim of designing common strategies of resistance against the advance of the mining model in twelve provinces and defending provincial laws (seven, in total) that prohibit mega-mining in that country. Regarding agribusiness,
linked to the expansion of transgenic soybeans, the heart of agrarian capitalism in Argentina, resistances have been more difficult to conceptualize, despite the pioneering role of the Madres del Barrio Ituzaingó, in the province of Córdoba. In this process of awareness, the role of physicians and researchers, such as Andrés Carrasco, and other professionals who created the University Network of Physicians of Fumigated People, was crucial (Svampa and Viale, 2014).

2.4 The Escalation of Extractive Violence

As has been mentioned previously, in 2008–2010, we witnessed an upsurge of extractive projects, something that is reflected in the various national development plans that were part of the electoral platforms of some Latin American leaders. The counterpart to this process has been the increase in conflict, which contributed to the criminalization of socio-environmental struggles and the increase in State and parastatal violence. In this regard, we must remember that Latin America has another unfortunate ranking, because it is the region of the world where more human rights defenders and environmental activists have been assassinated, sinister indicators that have worsened in the past ten years and match the expansion of the extractive frontier and the criminalization of socio-environmental protests.

According to Global Witness (2014), between 2002 and 2013 there were 908 documented killings of environmental activists around the world, of which 83.7 percent (760 cases) have taken place in Latin America. The data also show that the increase occurred from 2007 and even more from 2009, which coincides with the multiplication stage of the extractive projects, as reflected in the development programs presented by various Latin American governments. After Brazil (50 deaths) and the Philippines (33), the third in the ranking is Colombia, with 26 killings of environmental defenders in 2015. The regional list includes countries such as Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Mexico, Guatemala, and Peru. At the beginning of 2012, strong movements of repression in Panama cost the lives of two members of the indigenous Ngäbe Buglé community. In Peru, during the government of Ollanta Humala (2011–2016), repression led to 25 deaths, mainly in the Cajamarca region, where villagers mobilized against the Conga Project. In 2016 and 2017, a total of 200 environmental activists were murdered, of which 60 percent were registered in Latin America. Also, in Argentina, under the neoliberal government of Mauricio Macri, during 2017, State forces killed activist Rafael Nahuel, of Mapuche origin, and another young man, Santiago Maldonado, died by drowning as a result of state repression.
Additionally, the increase in State and parastatal violence against women who oppose neo-extractivism must be recognized. Most of the attacks were carried out in contexts of forced eviction; police forces or paramilitary groups physically and sexually violated women (FAU-AL 2016). In March 2016, the well-known leader Berta Cáceres was assassinated in Honduras by repressive government forces for opposing a hydroelectric dam. In January 2017, feminist and activist against mega-mining Laura Vasquez Pineda, member of the Ancestral Community Healing Network of Guatemala, was murdered.

No less serious is the combination of political patronage and extractivist violence that marks the long-winded relationship between the Bolivian government and the powerful mining cooperatives in disputes over surplus, once the period of extraordinary profitability ended. The murder in 2016 of Deputy Minister Rodolfo Illanes, at the hands of cooperative members, in retaliation for police repression, was news that had a great national and international impact. It was undoubtedly an extractive war, because what was at stake, in a context of falling international mineral prices, was the control of the surplus. Although having instigated the process but unable to control it, the government of Evo Morales had to face a model of excessive corporatism, which he had reinforced through economic privileges in exchange for political support.25

Thus, the opening of a new cycle of violation of human rights highlights the limitation of the models of democratic governance now implemented in the region as well as the retraction of the borders of rights. This includes both the violation of basic political rights – the right to information, the right to demonstrate, the right to participate in collective decisions (consultations, referendums) – as well as the violation of territorial and environmental rights (over indigenous and non-indigenous individuals), present in the new constitutions and in national and international legislation.

In short, neo-extractivism is increasingly taking victims, particularly in Latin America, a region that holds the world record for murders of environmental activists. As in other times, the eldoradista narrative is turning into a renewed dialect of plunder and dependence, which is accompanied by increased extractivism, increased violence, and therefore less democracy. Nothing indicates

---

25 Many of these associations are not even cooperatives, but covert private companies that outsource labor, in conditions of over-exploitation, which include extensive working hours (up to sixteen hours a day), while selling the extracted material to transnational companies. According to the CEDIB, there are between 100,000 and 120,000 cooperative miners, but an important sector (between 40 percent and 50 percent) is subcontracted. Thus, the reality shows the emergence of a proprietary sector enriched thanks to the conditions of exploitation and the high prices of minerals during the super cycle of commodities. After gas, mining today represents the second source of wealth in Bolivia with 25 percent of exports, which include tin, zinc, silver, copper, and gold. The economic boom enabled the cooperatives to increase, going from 500 in 2005 to 1600 in 2015.
that these indexes will improve – rather, quite the opposite, if we take into account the current conservative turn, illustrated by countries such as Argentina and Brazil, whose current governments not only deepened the extractivist model in all its versions, accentuating state violence on the most vulnerable populations, but also enacted a series of public policies that entail a significant regression in terms of social rights.

3 Topics and Debates Regarding the Eco-territorial Turn

3.1 From the Eco-territorial Turn and the Limits to the Questioning of Neo-extractivism

Beyond the specific markings, the dynamics of socio-environmental struggles in Latin America have laid the foundations of a common language of valuation on territoriality, which increasingly accounts for the innovative intersection between the indigenous-community matrix and environmental discourse. This convergence expresses what we can call an eco-territorial turn, which is a realization of the way in which one thinks and demonstrates from the perspective of the collective resistances and the current socio-environmental struggles centered on the defense of land and territory.

A preliminary matter to take into account is that the eco-territorial turn refers to the construction of collective action frameworks, which function both as structures of meaning and schemes of alternative interpretation as collective subjectivity producers. These collective frameworks tend to develop an important mobilizing capacity; they install new themes, languages, and slogans, in terms of societal debates, while orienting the interactive dynamic toward the construction of a common subjectivity in the Latin American space of struggles.

In this context, the most novel aspect is the articulation by different actors (indigenous-peasant movements, socio-environmental movements, environmentalist NGOs, networks of intellectuals and experts, cultural collectives), which translates into a dialogue of knowledge and disciplines, leading to the emergence of an expert knowledge independent of the dominant discourses, and to the valorization of local knowledge, much of it with peasant-indigenous roots. The issue is not minor, because from this acknowledgment, different organizations and movements elaborate common diagnoses, expand the discursive platform (which exceeds local and national problems), and diversify the strategies to combat the issue. This enables linkage of grassroots mobilization with social networks to create and apply novel technical and legal instruments (to promote collective protection, new ordinances, demand for public consultation, and laws for the protection of the environment and the rights of indigenous peoples).
The fight has allowed for the establishment of other languages of valuation of the territory, other ways of building the link with nature, and other narratives of the earth that recreate a relational paradigm based on reciprocity, complementarity, and care. These point to various modes of appropriation, a widened dialogue of knowledge, and other forms of social organizations. Such languages stem from different political-ideological matrices—anti-capitalist, ecologist and indigenous, feminist, and anti-patriarchal perspectives—that originate from the heterogeneous world of the subaltern classes.

The eco-territorial turn also presents significant connections with the environmental justice movements that originated in the 1980s in African American communities in the United States. Such an approach “implies the right to a safe, healthy and productive environment for all, where the environment is considered in its entirety, including its ecological, physical, constructed, social, political, aesthetic and economic dimensions” (Acselard, 2004: 16). This is a common philosophy at the inception of various environmental justice networks that are currently being developed in Latin America, in countries such as Chile (OLCA) and Brazil (Environmental Justice Network).

From my perspective, the wide-ranging topics of the eco-territorial turn account for the emergence of a new system of struggles, with the gestation of an alternative language that has strong resonance within the Latin American space of struggles. This common framework of meaning articulates indigenous struggles, territorial-ecological militancy, and feminist perspectives, which reveal an expansion of the socially established boundaries, in opposition to the dominant model. Given that it is a rhetoric of defense of the territory and the common goods, of human rights, of the rights of nature, or of Buen Vivir, the demand points to a democratization of decision making when faced with projects that seriously affect the conditions of life of the most vulnerable sectors and compromise future generations.

However, it would be a mistake to interpret these collective frameworks as if they were univocal or encompassed all experiences, given the heterogeneity of organizations and traditions of struggle. More simply put, it is necessary to read the eco-territorial turn as a trend that runs through the struggles and constructs a more generally intelligible framework. For this reason, emblematic socio-environmental conflicts (especially during the second phase of neo-extractivism described earlier) contributed to raising awareness, expanding the debate to include environmental issues, even if most governments and a multitude of social sectors in urban areas tend to understand it in a narrow or partial manner.

26 The following sites can be consulted: www.olca.cl/oca/justicia/justicia02.htm and www.justicaambiental.org.br/_justicaambiental
By such parties viewing it as just another dimension, they fail to recognize the multiple implications that neo-extractivism brings.27

In other words, although the latest trend is the rejection of neo-extractive projects and the development of other valuation languages, it is also true that many populations accept economic compensation or await the “economic spill” promised by the government and corporations. For example, although extractivism and particularly mining have a long and dark history in Latin America, in those countries where there is a strong mining tradition, as in Bolivia and Peru, the tendency has been to adopt an imagined concession to associate mining and development. Referring to Peru, the English geographer Anthony Bebbington (2009) argues that there would be a dividing line between those who end up betting on some form of compensation, as a way to resolve the conflict, and others who reject mining, question the development model, and tend to rethink the rules of the game. However, it is also possible to find, in an ambiguous way, both positions in social movements. For others, like the Peruvian Vladimir Pinto (2008), in reality, there would be two central positions.

In old mining areas, despite the strong criticism of the companies, the demands of the population were directed to reform the previous working and environmental conditions since the economic, social, and cultural rights affected by the presence of mining were recognized. The other is the position in regions where there was no history of mining activity, which explains why these populations would show greater resistance (Tambogrande, Huancabamba, Ayavaca, among others). The truth is that with respect to open-pit mining, where there is no large-scale mining tradition, with their eldoradista narrative associated with progress and development, in general, populations tend to reject the activity and assume more radical positions.

Additionally, it is necessary to recognize that the process of territorial construction takes place in a complex space, in which lines of action and rationalities carrying different valuations are intertwined. We have already spoken about the tension of territorialities. Bear in mind that an important part of the organizations involved in the socio-environmental struggles reside in rural territories, when not semi-isolated, where peasant and indigenous populations live, whose power of pressure is weak compared to that of the large urban centers. In any case, the distance from the big cities helped reinforce disconnections between the countryside and city; the mountains, the jungle, and the coast, as in Peru and Colombia; or between small towns and large cities in Argentina.

---

27 The constitution of some socio-environmental conflicts as “emblematic cases” is important for collective action, not only because of their public visibility but also because of the degree of contestation they convey, for what they express in terms of a new line of accumulation of struggles associated with a counterhegemonic narrative.
where the extent to which megaprojects (mining, oil, agribusiness, dams) seems to indirectly affect large cities. Consequently, there is a disconnect between the organizations and movements that denounce the extractivist logic and the trade unions and socio-territorial organizations that are located in the large urban centers and have a representative presence on the national political scene.

3.2 Relational Matrices: The Debates on Good Living and Environmental Rights

One of the most collective themes that has been subject to Latin American critical thinking and has given greater vitality to the current eco-territorial turn is the *Buen Vivir* (BV), *sum kawsay* and *suma qamaña* in Quechua and Aymara, respectively. Although linked to the Andean indigenous cosmovision, the concept of BV quickly took on continental and global resonances.

BV has as one of its central axes the relationship between human beings and nature. It includes other valuation rhetoric (ecological, religious, aesthetic, cultural) related to nature that claims economic growth must be subject to the conservation of life. This perspective results, therefore, in the recognition of the rights of nature (Gudynas, 2014), which does not imply untouched nature but integral respect for its existence; the defense of ecosystems; and the maintenance and regeneration of its life cycles, structure, functions, and evolutionary processes. The rights of nature introduce a profound societal change, which questions the dominant anthropocentric logic and becomes a vanguard response to the current civilizational crisis. Thus, in line with the principles of the BV, emphasis should be placed on building a society based on harmonious relationships between human beings and nature. Thus, if development aims to “Westernize” life on the planet, BV salvages the values of diversity and respect for one another (Acosta, 2011).

In its different versions, BV is a recent social-historical construction, although it maintains its long-term meaning, which includes the sense of maintaining indigenous communities in their relational and communal worldview, which is opposed to modern Western logic. The explicit references to BV appear around 2000 in Bolivia, from indigenous intellectuals like Simon Yampara (2004) and toward 2001, in Ecuador, with the economist Alberto Acosta and the indigenous leader Carlos Viteri from the Kichua peoples of Sarayaku. The issue finds a major impulse in the framework of the constituent debates in Bolivia and Ecuador. In this context, BV appears as a broad area in

---

28 The Ecuadorean anthropologist David Cortes, who has been tracing the genealogy of BV, maintains that there is no explicit record of this term prior to 2000, nor references in any chronic or dictionary of Quechua or Aymara language.
which different emancipatory meanings are inscribed, where the community-
indigenous comprised both the inspiring framework and the common core. In
Ecuador, BV is read as a plural concept, endowing itself with a long lineage
(ranging from Aristotle to eco-socialism and ecofeminism); however, in
Bolivia, it has a more restricted use linked to the vision of the original peoples.

From the philosophical point of view, the concept of BV proposes a holistic
relational vision, whether it connects with a paradigm of the indigenous world-
view or whether it reaches its maximum power linked to other visions of nature.
Rights of nature are included in the new constitution of Ecuador and defined as
“the right to be fully respected [in] its existence, and the maintenance and
regeneration of its life cycles, structure, functions and evolutionary processes”
(Article 71).

The association between BV and rights of nature has several consequences.
First, the new paradigm points to a progressive process of de-commodi-
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Although BV is a “concept under construction” in a disputed space, from the
beginning there was the risk of its vampirization or distortion. Until 2010, BV
demands entailed a radical criticism of the modern development program and,
therefore, implied a questioning of Western modernity, in defense of the
Pachamama or the rights of nature. There was thus a consensus that BV
posed alternative measures to the conventional path of development, which
opened a possibility to think about the transition and exit of neo-extractivism.
However, in the heat of the progressive political cycle, a shift was occurring
based on the idea of civilizational change and BV toward socialism, in a modern
Western key (Lander, 2013: 18).

In short, from my perspective two breaks can be detected. On the one hand,
from the progressive governments, BV was distorted, dissociating itself from
the idea of the rights of nature or the Pachamama, to be relinked to more
conventional optics, for example, to human development (the “capability approach”), as happened in Ecuador. On the other hand, due to the outbreak of contradictions, both in Bolivia and Ecuador, some authors identified in the indigenous perspective sought to establish a difference – the “bifurcation” – between BV or “living well,” which they associate not only with the governmental positions but also with critical intellectual perspectives (which they consider essentially as “eclectic”) and Suma kawsay and suma qamaña, in an Amerindian key, which they link with indigenous and peasant organizations and subjects. The reality is that the political debates about BV created such a rupture that at the end of the progressive cycle, it was dissociated from the rights of nature and turned into a battlefield between different meanings and appropriations. Consequently, the concept of BV lost part of its aura and its disruptive capacity.

On another front, there is a close connection between the rights of nature and the valuation of relational approaches. The importance of this topic is not minor, since it assumes a different perspective to the Western dualist paradigm, which establishes a hiatus between society and nature, human and nonhuman. As Arturo Escobar (2011) argues, the problem is not that there are dualistic visions, but rather the cultural forms in which the binary pair is treated, that is, the hierarchies or asymmetries that are established (man/woman, nature/culture, civilized/barbarian, modern/traditional). This hierarchical classification of differences is one of the features of what in Latin America is called “coloniality of power” (Quijano, 2014), which leads to the suppression and elimination of other forms of knowledge and culture. In the same token, in the middle of the socio-ecological crisis, the critical anthropology of the past decades reminds us of the existence of other forms of construction of the link with nature, between the human and the nonhuman. In other words: not all cultures or all historical times, even in the West, developed a dualistic approach to nature, considering it a separate, external environment, at the service of human beings and their predatory eagerness. The societal crisis forces us to abdicate from the single thought, to assume diversity in terms not only epistemological but also ontological. There are other matrices of a generative type, based on a more dynamic and relational vision, as is the case in some Eastern cultures, where the concepts of movement and of becoming are the principles that govern the world and are embodied in nature, or those immanentistic visions of the indigenous peoples who perceived humankind as immersed in nature rather than separated from it.

These relational approaches, which emphasize the interdependence of the living, account for other forms of relationships between living beings, take

---

29 Véase Atahualpa Oviedo (2014) and Javier Medina (2014).
different names: animism, for Philippe Descola (2005) or perspectivismo amerindio, for Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (2008), who in his essay La Mirada del Jaguar conceptualizes the local Amazonian model of relationship with nature:

It is about the notion, first of all, that the world is populated by many species of beings (besides the humans themselves) endowed with conscience and culture and, secondly, that each of these species sees itself and the other species in a rather unique way: each one sees herself as human, seeing others as non-human, that is, as species of animals or spirits.

In contrast to the modern vision, the common ground between humans and nonhumans “is not animality, but humanity” (Viveiros de Castro, 2008: 36–39). Therefore, humanity does not become the exception, but the rule; each species sees itself as human, therefore, as subject, under the species of culture. These forms of relationship and appropriation of nature question the constitutive dualisms of modernity. These “relational ontologies,” as Arturo Escobar (2014) calls them after the anthropologist Mario Blaser, have the territory and its communal logics as a condition of possibility. In different latitudes, they gave rise to a profuse anthropological literature on the “ontological turn.”

Finally, the opening to a relational approach also connects to the Anthropocene concept. Certainly, various scholars agree that entering an era marked by the increasing consumption of fossil fuels has generated a major change, the Era of the Anthropocene, a concept coined by P. Crutzen, in 2000, to account for the existence of a new “geological epoch dominated on different scales by man” (Bonneuil and Fressoz, 2013). The Anthropocene concept became a point of convergence among geologists, ecologists, climate and earth system specialists, historians, philosophers, citizens, and environmentalists to jointly think about this age in which humanity has become a major geological force due to several factors, including climate change, produced by the degree of concentration of CO₂ in the atmosphere, which in turn results from the burning of fossil fuels and deforestation. We would then find ourselves facing the problem of civilizing limits, within the framework of a finite and humanly modified planet, which demands the need to think from other bases on the relationship between society and nature; between economy and politics; between production, circulation, and consumption of goods. In its most critical versions, the anthropogenic turn questions the cultural paradigm of modernity, based on an instrumental vision of nature, functional to the logic of expansion of capital.

---

3.3 The Defense of Common Goods and Female Protagonists

Another topic of the eco-territorial turn refers to conceiving natural goods as “commons” (*bienes communes* in Spanish), one of the keys in the search for an alternative paradigm both in the North and in the Global South. The discussion of the concept of “commons” has been unfolding in two registers. At the first level, there is the question of de-commodification. This refers to the need to keep out of the market those resources and goods that, because of their natural, social, and cultural heritage, belong to the community and have a value that exceeds any price. But the notion of common goods does not only imply a rejection of the logic of commodities but also aims to place in debate the statist vision of “natural resources,” based on the construction of a type of territoriality based on the protection of the natural, social, and cultural heritage of “the common.”

The latter record, which refers to the paradigm of common goods, is based on the production and reproduction of the commons. This poses a different perspective on social relations, from the configuration or emergence of spaces and forms of social cooperation, of common use and enjoyment, in the sense of what Mexican Gustavo Esteva (2007) characterized as “areas of community.” Belgian François Houtart (2011) associates the commons with the common good of humanity, due to its general nature, which implies the foundations of the collective life of humanity on the planet: the relationship with nature; the production of life; collective organization (politics); and the reading, evaluation, and expression of reality (culture). In short, the common good of humanity is life and its reproduction.

At the second level, when reconfiguring the link with nature from a relational perspective, undoubtedly the ethics of care and ecofeminism open up alternatives. Historically, the role of women in social struggles in the Global South has been important. Authors such as Hindu essayist and feminist Vandana Shiva refer to the growing importance of southern feminism, so there would be an “ecofeminism of survival” (known in Spanish as *Ecofeminismo de la supervivencia*) linked to the diverse experiences of women in the defense of health, survival, and territory, which led to the awareness of solid links between women and environmentalism, feminism and ecology.

In Latin America, the presence of female protagonists had increased in the past decades: indigenous women, rural women, poor rural and urban women, women of African-diaspora descent, lesbians and trans women have all found their voices and mobilized and are dedicated to reinforcing relationships of solidarity and new forms of collective self-management. To account for this empowerment, *popular feminists* are increasingly associated with the most
marginalized sectors and tend to question the individualist and modern Western view in favor of greater appreciation of “collective and community experience” (Korol, 2016). Among the popular feminist symbols in the region are community feminists (known in Spanish as feminisms comunitarios) who emphasize the existence of other forms of modernity, different from the dominant Western one, linking decolonization with de-patriarchization. Inside this community is great diversity, from feminist groups that link patriarchy with colonial history and others that, far from an idealization of the community, highlight its “(re)functionalization” (Lorena Cabnal, Guatemalan Xinka feminist) or its “colonial junction” (Julieta Paredes, Feminist Assembly, Bolivia), within the framework of the current peasant-indigenous communities (Gargallo Celentani, 2015; Svampa, 2017).

Currently, popular feminists are reflected in socio-environmental struggles in their different modalities. By way of example, we can highlight Argentina, where the movement of “Las madres del Barrio Ituzaingó,” from the city of Córdoba, was a pioneer in denouncing the impact of the herbicide glyphosate on health, which led to the first criminal trial on this subject (Svampa and Viale, 2014). It is worth noting the persistence of the women of the Assembly of Chilecito and Famatina (teachers, housewives, merchants), who resisted the onslaught of the mining corporations (expelling four companies, between 2009 and 2015), as well as the resistance of Mapuche women against fracking in Neuquén. From Chile comes the example of the “Women of Zones of Sacrifice in Resistance of Quintero-Puchuncaví,” in an industrial pole near Valparaíso, a phenomenon analyzed by Paola Bolados and Alejandra Sanchez Cuevas (2017) in terms of “feminist political ecology” and “environmental violence.” The same can be said of Colombia about the resistance of women to the expansion of the oil frontier (Roa Avendaño et al, 2017). These are just some examples, but the fact is that women’s protagonist role in the eco-territorial struggles is a repeated occurrence in all the countries of the region.

The contributions of popular feminists, in an ecological key, contribute to questioning the reductionist vision based on the idea of autonomy and individualism. Certainly, the ethics of care places independence as the central focus, which in the key of civilizational crisis is read as eco-dependence. The revaluation and universalization of the ethics of care, seen as a relational faculty that patriarchy has essentialized (in relation to women) or disconnected (in relation to men), as Carol Gilligan (2015) states, opens up a process of liberation greater not only of feminism but also of all humanity. The processual dynamics of the struggles also involve a questioning of patriarchy, based on a binary and hierarchical matrix that separates and privileges the masculine over the feminine. Not infrequently, behind the demystification of the myth of development
and the construction of a different relationship with nature, the demand for a free, honest voice is emerging, “a voice of its own,” which questions patriarchy in all its dimensions and seeks to relocate care in a central and liberating place, undeniably associated with our human condition.31

3.4 Post-extractivism, Transition, and Public Policies

Discussions about the alternatives to the dominant development model in Latin America are not new to the region or unique in the world. Nevertheless, the scale and vortex of the extractive projects that are massively implemented on the continent have alerted organizations, activists, and intellectuals to the need to develop feasible alternative proposals, which, while taking into account existing exemplary models (witness cases, local and regional economies, experience of indigenous communities), are raised at a broader scale at national, regional, and global levels.

In this regard, since 2010, the contributions of the Latin American Group of Alternatives to Development (Grupo Latinoamericano de Alternativas al Desarrollo) can be cited.32 In several countries of Latin America, there are already debates on the alternatives to neo-extractivism, which propose to elaborate transition hypotheses from a matrix of multidimensional intervention scenarios (Lang and Mokrani, 2013). Thus, the challenge is to conceive and establish an exit agenda for neo-extractivism and determine a passage toward post-extractivism. This implies thinking about transitional scenarios from two levels of action: the first, that of a set of public policies that act on a macro-social and global level, rather than at a small scale or at a sectoral level. The second, intervention on a local and regional scale, is aimed at detecting, valuing, enhancing, and multiplying the existing models of alter-development.

One of the most interesting and exhaustive proposals has been prepared by the Latin American Center for Social Ecology (Centro Latino Americano de Ecología Social, known as CLAES), under the direction of the acclaimed

31 There are different currents within ecofeminism, which include differentialist or identity feminism, which naturalizes the relationship between women and nature, and even constructivist ecofeminism, which conceives of nature as a historical-social construction, linked to the sexual division of labor. In Latin America, there is an important presence of popular and communitarian feminisms of a spiritualist nature that retain certain elements of the essentialist perspective, “but without demonizing the male” (Puleo, 2011) and, above all, highlight the identification with the territory and the defense of life cycles.

32 The group, created in 2010, is promoted by the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation of Germany and addresses the issues of neo-extractivism and alternatives to it. Latin American researchers and activists and some Europeans (Alberto Acosta, Mirian Lang, Edgardo Lander, Horacio Machado, Tatiana Roa Avendaño, Esperanza Martinez, Emiliano Terán Mantovani, Pablo Bertinat, Ulrich Brand, and the author of this Element, among others are part of it). The books produced by the group have been translated into various languages.
Uruguayan researcher Eduardo Gudynas, who states that the transition requires a set of public policies that allow us to think differently about the linkage between environmental issues and social issues. This perspective considers that a set of “alternatives” within conventional development would be insufficient compared to neo-extractivism, with which it is necessary to elaborate on “alternatives to development” in terms of a super strong sustainability model. On the other hand, the need to move toward a post-extraction strategy is linked to the characteristics of a “predatory extractivism”: social and environmental impacts linked to the large scale of the undertakings; high level of conflict linked to them; limited economic benefits, (re)privatization of the economy, territorial fragmentation, and distortions of the productive apparatus; the fact that many sectors depend on resources that will soon be exhausted and that the expansion of exploitation borders entails serious social and environmental risks; finally, current climate change, which imposes severe restrictions, for example, on hydrocarbon exploitation (Gudynas, 2013). The proposal emphasizes that such a discussion must be addressed in regional terms and in a strategic aspect, in the order of what the indigenous peoples have called “Good Living” or Buen Vivir.

In terms of public policies, one of the most problematic elements is the opposition that is to be established between social debt and environmental debt, between social and economic reform and ecological-environmental reform. This is one of the challenges and, at the same time, one of the keys to deactivating a state-owned discourse and practice and converting them into a proposal that considers, among other things, a selectivity oriented toward harmony between socioeconomic reform and environmental reform. Given this, extractivist progressivism tends to affirm that this is the only way capable of generating foreign exchange, which is then reoriented to the redistribution of income and internal consumption, or to activities with a greater content of added value. This discourse, whose scope is limited and should be analyzed on a case-by-case basis, seeks to redress the social question (redistribution) to the environmental issue, while tending to overlook a series of complex and fundamental discussions that strategically connect the triple issues of upholding development, environment, and democracy.

For Gudynas (2009), a weak conception of sustainability is one that gives a strong weight to technical instruments, with the idea of reducing environmental impacts to conserve nature to promote economic growth (ecological modernization). A strong conception of sustainability warns us that nature cannot be reduced to mere capital and underlines the importance of preserving critical natural environments by depriving them of the mercantile substrate. Finally, super strong sustainability deepens even more on the second of these positions, since it includes other valuations of nature (cultural, religious, and aesthetic), which may be even more important than economic ones. This conception breaks openly with the development-growth relationship.
Thus, thinking about the transition requires a set of public policies that would imply a balance between the environmental issue (limits to production, ostensible consumption thresholds) and the social issue (poverty threshold and redistribution of wealth). In a preliminary phase, it is necessary to go from a “predatory extractivism” to a “sensible extractivism,” understanding the latter “as one where the social and environmental norms of each country are gathered, under effective and rigorous controls and where the impacts are internalized” (Gudynas, 2013). The transition places the accent on strategic planning and on the control of natural assets by the State, reducing export dependence. The second phase should focus on essential extractive activities, that is, those undertakings that aim to cover national and regional needs, in pursuit of improving the quality of life of the people. Within the framework of a steadfast sustainability, it considers methods to limit poverty and maintain zero extinctions. In this way, it is not that a post-extraction option would imply not exploiting natural assets; rather, it would seek to reorient production to regional needs (at a Latin American level), which would entail reconstructing the perspective of what is understood by regional integration and the relationship established with the different sectors of the economy.

Perhaps one of the most complex challenges is to think about the transition in terms of the energy paradigm. As Pablo Bertinat of the Ecologist Workshop of Rosario and energy specialist points out, the impacts of the current energy model are extensive, ranging from the direct relationship between production and consumption of electrical energy and climate change (emissions of greenhouse gases) to the impact of large infrastructure works (on territories, on populations, on biodiversity) on inequality in the appropriation of energy (the residential sector consumes only 15 percent of the energy in Latin America; the poorest pay a greater proportion of their income for energy than the rich sectors), and the absence of citizen participation, among other issues. The environmental and social damages of the current model require thinking about alternatives and energy transition models. On the other hand, it is necessary to answer more elementary questions: for example, produce energy for what and for whom? Energy appears as a subsidiary of the extractive model and this is far from having been reversed by progressive governments. In Argentina, only three mining megaprojects consume the energy equivalent to that granted by Atucha I; a single company like Aluar consumes as much gas as the one imported from Bolivia; the mining company La Alumbrera consumes more energy than the entire province of Catamarca, and, finally, the company Barrick – in Pascua Lama – will waste almost 1,000 million liters of hydrocarbons during its entire extractive process (Svampa and Viale, 2014).
Likewise, the post-extractivism hypothesis emphasizes the need to investigate at local and regional levels the successful experiences of alternative development. To reverse the logic of infinite growth, it is necessary to explore and move toward other forms of social organization, based on reciprocity and redistribution, which place important limitations on the logic of the market. In Latin America, numerous contributions come from the social and solidarity economy, whose social subjects of reference are the most excluded sectors (women, indigenous people, young people, workers, peasants), whose sense of human work is to produce usable value, or a means of living. There is, thus, a plurality of experiences of self-organization and self-management of the popular sectors linked to agro-ecology and social economy and the self-control of the production process, non-alienated forms of work, and others linked to the reproduction of social life and the creation of new forms of community. Even in a country as involved with sojizado (monoculture of soya) as Argentina, networks of municipalities and communities have been created that promote agro-ecology, proposing healthy food without agro-toxins, with lower costs and lower profitability, which employ more workers. A new agro-ecological framework is emerging, an archipelago of experiences that grows apart from the great soybean continent that today appears as the dominant model.

Conclusion

Nearing the End of the Progressive Cycle

At the beginning of the new century, in several countries of the region, the emergence of different progressive governments generated great political expectations among the citizens. In the heat of the consensus of the commod- ities, progressivism was becoming a kind of lingua franca, this is, a common language, which ordered and hierarchized the different political experiences, establishing a kind of gradation, from those more radical (the Bolivarian axis illustrated by Venezuela, Bolivia, and Ecuador) to the most moderate (Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay, among others). As has been explained in this Element, the consolidation of a progressive political hegemony was linked to the boom of the international prices of raw materials and, therefore, of the expansion of neo-extractivism.

In terms of the political cycle, progressivism was interpellated from different sectors. Within the contested space, the confrontation between different political narratives became more acute, not only in the context of the struggles against neo-extractivism and the growing criminalization of socio-environmental struggles but also as a result of political and socioeconomic
limitations and inadequacies of Latin American progressivism. Thus, the socio-environmental resistances and the emergence of a new contested narrative were one result of this new context. The expansion of the border of rights (collective, territorial, environmental) found a limit in the increasing expansion of the borders of exploitation of capital, in search of goods, lands, and territories, which eroded the emancipatory narratives that had raised strong expectations, especially in countries such as Bolivia and Ecuador.

Even so, it is important to take into account the gradations and nuances of each national context. In countries such as Brazil and Chile, the eco-territorial turn, as a community key, appears associated with a set of voices belonging to the scattered and locally encapsulated groups that occupy the periphery (indigenous peoples, peasants, assemblies of small and medium localities), whereas in Bolivia and Ecuador, Theseis narratives demonstrate the convergence between indigenous protagonists and environmental organizations. In other countries, such as Argentina, a large number of socio-environmental conflicts were acquiring visibility throughout the Kirchner governments (2003–2015). They would become much more visible in the heat of the crisis, due mainly to mining.

The truth is that toward the end of the cycle (2015–2016), the split between progressives and leftists became more clearly pronounced. In some cases – such as the PT, in Brazil – it could even be said, as Massimo Modonesi points out, to be a “genetic mutation” (transformations); in others, we could view the evolution toward more traditional models of domination, based on a certain political tradition (high-intensity populisms, Svampa, 2016); in short, both cases apply a “conservative modernization.”

On the other hand, outwardly, the progressives (populist or transformationalist) accentuated the ideological struggle with different power groups, especially with the mainstream media. However, despite the rhetoric of war, the Latin American populisms of the twenty-first century installed a scheme similar to the populism of the twentieth century, associated with the figure of the “social pact” interclass: on the one hand, they questioned neoliberalism; on the other, they carried out the pact with the big investors. Even so, or precisely because of that, they soon found themselves immersed in a strong political-ideological confrontation with sectors of the right, connected with the mainstream media. Early political polarization processes enabled the most spurious route of the parliamentary coup, as was the case of the expulsion of Zelaya in Honduras (2009); the rapid dismissal of Fernando Lugo in Paraguay (2012); and by 2016, the impeachment of the president of Brazil, Dilma Roussef, aggravated later by the imprisonment of former president Lula da Silva (2018). Such processes accelerated the return to an openly conservative scenario in these countries.
Toward the end of the cycle, right-wing critics were even more blunt: progressivisms were simply characterized as “irresponsible populisms,”34 guilty of having squandered the period of economic boom of commodities and simply reduced to a matrix of corruption, facing scandals such as “Lava Jato” in Brazil and Odebrecht.

The end of the cycle confronted the Latin American economies again with the crude phenomenon of inequality. Recall that the first work on inequality, based on the Gini coefficient, indicated for the period 2002–2010 a reduction of inequality in several Latin American countries. However, in more recent years, several authors have begun to qualify such statements, arguing that the available data only measured short periods and did not allow a long-term view. On the other hand, the decrease in income inequality was tied to an increase in wages, but not to a reform of the tax system, which became more complex, opaque, and above all regressive (Salama, 2015). Research inspired by the studies of Thomas Piketty concentrated on super-rich sectors, which take the tax declarations of the richest socioeconomic layers of the population, and showed that 1 percent of the population in countries like Argentina, Chile, and Colombia appropriates between the 25 and 30 percent of wealth (Kessler, 2016: 26).

Finally, the reduction in poverty recorded in Latin America did not translate into a reduction in inequalities. The reforms did not touch the economic interests of the elites. As Stefan Peters points out, neo-extractivism became a condition for the successful consolidation of progressive governments, but at the same time it was one of the major obstacles to the achievement of deep and structural reforms in the region (2016: 22). In 2013, the tax on the richest sectors reached 3.5 percent of the total tax collection, while the value-added tax (VAT) rose by one-third, to 36 percent, and in many countries, it became the main source of tax revenue (Burchardt, 2016: 69).

The closure of the progressive cycle does not mean the end of progressive governments. Uruguay and Bolivia continue in this way; Ecuador is torn...
between the progressive mutation and a transition to the right; it is to be
determined what will occur in Mexico, after the triumph of Andres Lopez
Obrador (2018). The fact is that we are witnessing the end of progressivism
as a lingua franca, beyond governmental continuity and even developments
that can be observed. And this scenario of decline confronts us with a harsh reality:
within the left, the outlook is critical. The selective progressivism of the Latin
American governments ended up opening deep wounds within the controversial
space, difficult to heal, as the case of Ecuador shows, where sectors of the
CONAIE, which previously identified with the left, voted for the candidate of
the right in the balloting of the presidential elections in 2017.

Where there was alternation in power, continuities are realized, but also
strong ruptures with respect to the progressive cycle. The end of the progressive
cycle and the transition to the right that occurred in countries like Brazil and
Argentina implied not only continuities with respect to neo-extractivism but
also a greater deepening, illustrated by the flexibility of the already existing
environmental controls as well as the hardening of the contexts of criminaliza-
tion and the increased murdering of environmental activists, in disputes over
land and access to natural assets. These transformations take place in a political
scenario that shows a strengthened right, which exhibits an increasingly aggres-
sive neo-entrepreneurial and anti-progressive rhetoric, especially after the over-
whelming victory of Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil, which increasingly places in
a quagmire respect for the freedoms and basic rights of the most vulnerable
populations.

Despite this, there is a line of accumulation in the field of socio-
environmental disputes, with even global resonances. Beyond the asymmetries,
the Latin American region has asserted a broader assessment rhetoric of the
territory, alternative methods of building a link with nature, alternative forms of
organization of social life, and alternative narratives surrounding the earth.
Such narratives aim to recreate a relational paradigm based on reciprocity,
complementarity, and care and point to other modes of appropriation and
dialogues of knowledge. Different political-ideological matrices nourish this
speech – anti-capitalist, ecologist, and indigenous; feminist and anti-patriarchal
perspectives – which are a result of the heterogeneous world of the inferior
social classes.

In short, in Latin America, the critique of neo-extractivism and the debate
regarding transition are influenced by alternative ways of inhabiting the terri-
tory. Additionally, such proposals postulate the democratization of the debates,
since these decisions cannot be restricted to the elites, whether they be eco-
nomic, political, or technical. They imply, therefore, the activation and expan-
sion of participatory mechanisms and direct democracy. These processes of (re)
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territorialization are accompanied by an innovative political-environmental narrative associated with BV and the rights of nature (Derechos de la Naturaleza, common goods (Bienes Comunes), and the ethics of care (Etica del Cuidado), whose key is both the defense of the commons and the recreation of another relational link with nature – a crucial social and environmental rational.
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